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Critical Data Governance 

Authors 
Dr. Preeti Raghunath - Monash University, Malaysia 

Abstract 
This paper is an effort in outlining and positioning a point of inquiry called Critical Data 

Governance (CDG), to theoretically study data policies and practices. Over the last half a 

decade, growing datafication across the world has been accompanied by academic 

research that present critical perspectives to this phenomenon, under the rubric of Critical 

Data Studies. All the same, we have the now-established body of interdisciplinary work 

called Critical Policy Studies. Bringing these two areas of research in conversation with 

each other, I seek to posit a critical approach to the study of data governance. Towards 

this end, the paper tries to answer the following questions: (a) What are the advances in 

research on data governance? (b) What is 'critical' about Critical Data Governance? (c) 

Why is it important to envisage CDG as a robust research paradigm in the realm of 

Communication Policy and Technology studies? In answering these questions, the paper 

seeks to question and go beyond the current managerial, instrumental and technocratic 

approach to the study of data governance.  
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Abstract 
The implementation of data analytics over a century ago in criminal justice systems has 

manifested in the form of large-scale record-keeping, network analysis, crime mapping, 

and so on. As computing has become exponentially more accessible and efficient, law 

enforcement agencies have dived headfirst into the realm of big data to streamline police 

work into something more predictive than reactive. As such, internal policies rest heavier 

on the idea that quantitative data should influence criminological decision-making, with a 

reliance on the increasingly sophisticated communication technologies (e.g., artificial 

intelligence) afforded to them by massive police budgets. While the notion of policework 

guided by computers rather than individuals might strike the public as an objective ideal, 

this has come up against considerable criticism by technology scholars for its failure to 

recognize the subjectivities enshrined within these systems. This paper aims to address 

this debate by answering two key research questions regarding predictive policing. First, 

how does “objectivity” manifest in predictive policing programs? Second, what implications 

do biases in these programs have for communities that implement predictive policing? 

Beginning with a broad overview of the research on big data and the role of objectivity in 

machine learning and artificial intelligence, I set the stage for a clear application of 

communication technology theory to a criminal justice setting. Then, I connect existing 

research from criminology and law that measures the viability of predictive policing along 

with its level of success in the communities that are policed. I supplement these two 

bodies of literature by discussing three predominant tools in predictive policing — heat 

maps, automated license-plate readers, and facial recognition technology — from multiple 

perspectives, including law enforcement policymakers, police officers, and the 

communities they police, to understand the numerous implications. 

Combining my three forms of evidence (theory from communication technology, theory 

from criminology, and cases from real-world applications of predictive policing), I make a 

case that supports the notion that objectivity in predictive policing cannot be obtained, as it 

relies first and foremost on the subjective decisions made by individuals within the law 

enforcement system. Further, law enforcement agencies’ use of public relations to support 

these programs as objective is likened to “tech-washing,” and ignores the growing 

criticisms of structural biases in policing. While these forms of police work do have 

demonstrated use and value to communities, they ultimately reify the structural biases 

upon which they are built. 
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MPS Overview: Online Video Streaming Competition: 

Globalization, Localization, and Glocalization 

Authors 
Dr. Miao Guo - University of Connecticut 

Dr. Robert Picard - University of Oxford 

Dr. Carolyn Lin - University of Connecticut 

Dr. Louisa Ha - Bowling Green State University 

Dr. Sangwon Lee - Kyung Hee University 

Dr. Yanfang Bu - Communication University of China 

Abstract 
This panel is designed to explore the current online video streaming competition in the 

context of globalization, localization, and glocalization. From market and regulatory 

aspects, panelists will discuss their latest research of online video streaming services 

across American, Chinese, South Korean, and European markets. 

Chair:  Miao Guo, University of Connecticut, USA   

Paper 1: Market and Regulatory Aspects of Expansion of Streaming Services,  Robert G. 

Picard, The Reuters Institute at University of Oxford, UK  

Paper 2: Professionalzoation of YouTube - The Global and Local Community Standards, 

Louisa Ha, Bowling Green State University, USA 

Paper 3: Digital Video-Viewing Culture of the 21st Century: Market Competition for Content 

Providers and Distribution Services, Carolynn Lin, University of Connecticut, USA 

Paper 4: Long and Short Who Moved Whose Cheese? Competition Analysis of Chinese 

Online Video Streaming Platforms, Yanfang Bu, Communication University of China, 

China   

Paper 5: Online Video Streaming Competition in Korea, Sangwon Lee, Kyung Hee 

University, South Korea 

Paper 6: Triaging the Streaming Wars: Online Video Streaming Competiton in the USA, 

Miao Guo, University of Connecticut, USA 
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MPS paper - Market and Regulatory Aspects of Expansion of 

Streaming Services 

Authors 
Dr. Robert Picard - University of Oxford 

Dr. Miao Guo - University of Connecticut 

Abstract 
The number of streaming services is increasing rapidly globally, altering the availability of 

content, behavior of competitors and being influenced by increased regulation of streaming 

services. These changes are leading to increased production of original content, but 

primarily to a market struggle to acquire and control libraries of audio-visual materials, 

including many that were not previously considered desirable. Some national and regional 

regulators are increasingly placing domestic content quotas on total content available on 

streaming services operating in their jurisdictions. Such changes are also creating cross-

border sales that were not previously possible. They are also lowering production quality 

expectations and budgets and are altering the production environment and consumption 

patterns. 

Submission ID 
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MPS paper - Professionalization of YouTube – The global and 

the local community standards 

Authors 
Dr. Louisa Ha - Bowling Green State University 

Dr. Miao Guo - University of Connecticut 

Abstract 
YouTube is a global video portal and the largest online video advertising medium. The 

decision to be free and rely primarily on advertising revenue makes YouTube accountable 

to the local markets and standards. With its global presence and popularity, YouTube also 

need to be sensitive to local market interests while encouraging professionalization of the 

creators and hosting professional content to continue to attract an audience. One major 

tool to ensure advertisers’ confidence is brand safety and not to demonetize offensive 

content or taking off content offensive to the local market. Ha will talk about the viewership 

of YouTube across different countries and the community standards of YouTube, how it 

balances global presence and local community standards to maximize viewership and 

advertising revenue. 
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Submission ID 
279 

MPS paper - Digital Video-Viewing Culture of the 21st Century: 

Market Competition for Content Providers and Distribution 

Services 

Authors 
Dr. Carolyn Lin - University of Connecticut 

Dr. Miao Guo - University of Connecticut 

Abstract 
The home video viewing culture has arrived yet at another crossroads for content 

providers and distributors alike. As changing media ecology has expanded industry 

players, content repertoire and channel diversity, it has also been realigning the 

competitive video marketplace. Currently, over 3 billion people around the world stream 

digital video content via over-the-top/connected-TV based devices. This seismic shift in 

viewing modalities also suggests a paradigm transformation, which focuses on creative 

endeavors and technology affordances to best meet audience needs for content diversity 

and access autonomy. To date, little is known about how the audience may seek, receive 

and engage this digital video content as well as the audience effects on the industry and 

society. This discussion will utilize theoretical constructs such as ecological niche, media 

substitution, social/isolation viewing, and deficient self-regulation (via binge or additive 

viewing) to address the dynamics linking the media industry and an emerging digital video-

viewing culture. 

Submission ID 
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MPS paper - Online Video Streaming Competition in Korea 

Authors 
Dr. Sangwon Lee - Kyung Hee University 

Dr. Miao Guo - University of Connecticut 

Abstract 
This panel focuses on the current market status and the impacts of OTT(Over-the-Top) on 

the traditional media industry in Korea. Specifically, the panel introduces Korean SVOD, 

TVOD and AVOD market status and analyzes the effects of OTT video market growth on 

the multichannel TV industry and traditional terrestrial broadcasting in terms of 

subscribers, advertising revenue, and content creation. Also, the panel discusses the 
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impacts of Netflix’s Korean market entry on the Korean wave and Korean content industry. 

In addition, the panel discusses recent changes in the Korean OTT industry such as 

convergence between shopping membership services and OTTs and short form content in 

OTT industry. Finally, the panel introduces the discussion on the new regulatory policy 

alternatives which are recently suggested in Korea. 

Submission ID 
282 

MPS paper - Triaging the Streaming Wars: Online Video 

Streaming Competition in the United States 

Authors 
Dr. Miao Guo - University of Connecticut 

Abstract 
This discussion focuses on online video streaming competition in the United States. There 

are three main types of video streaming service providers, including: 1) online video 

distributors (OVDs) (i.e., Netflix and Hulu, 2) virtual multichannel video programming 

distributors (vMVPDs) (i.e., AT&T TV and Sling TV), and traditional media companies with 

television networks and film studios assets (i.e., Disney Plus and HBO Max). The 

competition among video streaming providers becomes even more intense in terms of 

content, pricing, and subscription. First, this discussion will examine the different content 

strategies implemented by various video streaming providers, including live TV streaming, 

original content, and licensed content. Second, different business models and pricing 

strategies will be compared across these three types of video streaming providers. Third, 

the discussion will explore the current subscription base for major video streaming 

providers and factors affecting consumers’ subscriptions to online video streaming 

services. 

Submission ID 
283 

Imperialism ad infinitum? Peril of Netflix’s glocalizing 

entrainment on the right to communicate 

Authors 
Dr. Aliaa Dakroury - Saint Paul University 

Abstract 
In the recent years, one can undoubtedly argue that global entertainment corporations 

have dramatically transformed the landscape of both media industry and markets. CNN 

reported that more than 1 billion subscribers are using major digital entertainment 
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platforms (Netflix, Amazon Prime, among others). 

Despite the vast body of research investigating the relationship between capitalism, 

imperialism, and media/communication, questions need to address the recent Netflix’s 

move (especially in the post-global pandemic) to focus on producing non-English language 

originals in particular, as well as producing global replica of English entrainment for local 

audience. Viewing this example from this angle is significant to revisit the historiography of 

the old MacBride Commission’s recommendations, and the one-way flow of information 

(for the RTC research in particular). 

It is naïve to assume that Netflix is simply allowing local creatives to tell stories about their 

own cultures and then distributing them internationally. Yet, this might be seen as a 

conscious effort from a major capitalist entity to operate and produce content within the 

western sphere (i.e., North using the old MacBride/NWICO terminology), and launching it 

to local audience across the globe. 

Bringing the theme of the conference to reorient media and communication research in the 

era of neo-globalisation, and as a scholar interested in the right to communicate, in 

particular, this paper will attempt to reorient research on the right to communicate to 

assess the case of global Netflix’s glocal production of entertainment questioning its 

impact on the local audience’s cultural expression. It will particularly pose questions, such 

as: Are we seeing a blurred line in the media landscape where notion of cultural hegemony 

and imperialism are not significant anymore? That local cultures and audience will be 

simply an aspect in the global capitalist digital media platforms’ new markets? That the 

flow of one-way information and communication would be acceptable for the used-to-be 

“south countries” as we see the growth of subscribers and viewership of non-English 

viewers for the media products? 

One must acknowledge that this is not unique to Netflix per se, as we have seen plenty of 

global “versions” of western (mainly American) shows imported and reproduced with 

replica even with the décor, sound effects, and selections of hosts, even by local 

producers. Yet, what is interesting is the implications of this content on the local cultural 

“lack of policies”: a stance that worth analysing to understand why local media policy 

makers did not attempt to take a stab in these major transformations? Is this what scholars 

termed to as “cultural hybridization” that relies solely on glocalizing media content? 

This proposed paper will reorient the right to communicate research by refocusing once 

again on the notion of cultural and media imperialism in the recent years, on the flow of 

information and communication, on the limits of production of local media content that can 

compete with a major entity like Netflix. Problematizing the issue more, Netflix is 

approaching the markets in all possible way (typical capitalist stance), where it is 

producing local non-English content and distributing it globally (as we have seen in 

French, Korean, Arabic, and other languages) to English speaking markets on the one 

hand. On the other, it is undertaking the reverse strategy by bringing English content, 

producing its replica version using the local language. So far, there are about 80 foreign 
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language productions by Netflix. As the paper will illustrate, it does not matter where the 

content/language comes from, or even where it is going, the number of subscribers is the 

main indicator and progenitor for these media platforms to continue. Using a multi-facet 

theoretical approach that start with the right to communicate research, to political 

economy, global media policy, and critical media analysis approach, the paper will argue 

that Imperialism is and will be really ad infinitum in media communication research with the 

existence of the global entertainment digital platforms. 

Submission ID 
323 

Disentangling the relation among trust, efficacy and privacy 

management: A moderated mediation analysis of public 

support for government surveillance during the Covid-19 

pandemic 

Authors 
Dr. Jing Liu - Hong Kong Baptist University 

Prof. Marko Skoric - City University of Hong Kong 

Abstract 
Using a representative survey conducted among 1135 Hong Kong residents, this study 

explored the underlying mechanism of the effects of privacy calculus (i.e., perceived cost 

and benefit of disclosure), political attitudes (i.e., political trust, political efficacy) on public 

support for government surveillance, as mediated by citizens' self-control over privacy 

management (i.e., privacy self-efficacy) and trust in data controllers (i.e., privacy trust). 

The study bridged privacy management and public opinion studies, and provided valuable 

insights on the public opinion of Hong Kong society on government surveillance amidst the 

political restructuration in recent years. 

A series of ordinary least squares hierarchical regression models were used to test the 

total and direct effects of privacy calculus, political attitudes on surveillance support, as 

well as their direct effects on the mediators, with demographical information, news media 

use and perceived threat of Covid-19 infection controlled as covariates. Our results 

indicated that privacy self-efficacy and privacy trust balance against each other in 

mediating privacy calculus and political attitudes’ effects on surveillance support. 

The analysis of the total effects shows that both perceived benefit of disclosure (B = .435, 

SE = .036, p < .001) and political trust (B = .409, SE = .041, p < .001) exert positive effects 

on surveillance support, internal political efficacy exert a negative effect (B = - .052, SE 

= .019, p < .01) on surveillance support; while perceived cost of disclosure and external 

political efficacy barely show any effect on surveillance support. 
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The mediation analysis using PROCESS macro (Model 4) in R with 10,000 bias-corrected 

bootstrap samples tested the indirect effects of above factors on surveillance support. The 

results indicated that the effects of perceived benefit and political trust are partially 

mediated by privacy trust (perceived benefit: B = .160, SE = .023, 95% CI = [.116, .208] ; 

political trust: B =.300, SE = .032, 95% CI [.240, .366] ) and privacy self-efficacy 

(perceived benefit: B = .018, SE = .007, 95% CI = [.005, .033]; political trust: B = .014, SE 

= .007, 95% CI [.002, .030]) ; while internal political efficacy shows no indirect effect on 

surveillance support. Interestingly, as privacy trust (B = .433, SE =.032, p < .001) and self-

efficacy (B = - .119, SE = .025, p < .001) shows strong while opposite direct effects on 

surveillance support, the indirect effects of political trust and perceived benefit work by 

enhancing privacy trust while suppressing privacy self-efficacy. It is also noteworthy that 

external political efficacy shows a negative indirect effect (B = - .012, SE = .004, 95% CI 

[-.021, -.005]) on surveillance support through its positive effect on privacy self-efficacy, 

despite of its insignificant total effect. 

The moderated mediation analysis using PROCESS macro (Model 59) further explored 

the conditional role of perceived threat of Covid-19 infection and pro-democracy news 

media use in this process. The results indicated that while perceived threat only 

strengthens the direct effect of perceived benefit on surveillance support, pro-democracy 

media use mitigates the positive indirect effects of political trust, perceived benefit, as well 

as external political efficacy (mediated by privacy trust) on surveillance support. 

Conditioning external political efficacy’s effects on different levels of pro-democracy media 

use yielded noteworthy results as well: while its negative indirect effect on surveillance 

support via privacy self-efficacy remains unchanged, external political efficacy shows a 

positive indirect effect on surveillance support through privacy trust when conditioned in 

low level (- 1 SD) of pro-democracy media use (B =. 227, SE = .036, 95% CI = 

[.162, .300]), which is mitigated and reversed to negative when pro-democracy media use 

is increased to the high level (+1 SD). The opposite indirect effects of external political 

efficacy on surveillance support via the two mediators reveals its dual focus in nurturing 

both trust and control in privacy management. 

 

Submission ID 
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Coping with AI failure: Automation Bias and Algorithmic 

Aversion 

Authors 
Dr. Mo Jang - Boston College 

Dr. Myojung Chung - Northeastern University 
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Abstract 
Purpose of the Study 

 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has replaced decisions that used to be made by human experts. 

While the tension grows between the prevalent use of and public skepticism of AI, a crucial 

question emerges: How do people handle damages done if they face undesirable 

consequences caused by AI-made decisions? It is significant to understand how people 

respond to and cope with AI-driven failures given that negative experiences are known to 

exert critical influence on people’s trust assessment. 

 

A growing number of research have examined whether people prefer interactions with 

artificial intelligence (AI) over human experts. However, the findings are mixed, and little is 

known about the underlying mechanism. This study aims to identify and theorize two 

important principles of how people evaluate AI-driven failure. Specifically, we focus on (1) 

the expectations of AI’s consistent performance (automation bias) and subsequent 

frustration of unfulfilled expectations (algorithmic aversion) and (2) perceptions of AI’s 

controllability over undesirable outcomes.  

Theoretical Rationale 

First, the concept of machine heuristic offers an important framework to understand how 

people perceive interactions with AI. When people evaluate the AI task, they effortlessly 

rely on certain beliefs (i.e., machine heuristics) attached uniquely to AI. For example, users 

commonly think that AI is a better fit for mechanical tasks that value objective and 

consistent performance. While such high expectations of AI’s objective and consistent 

performance are often called automation bias, the user’s tendency to distrust AI’s decision 

is referred to as algorithmic aversion. We theorize that automation bias and algorithmic 

aversion occur sequentially in a way that the violation of high expectations toward AI (i.e., 

automation bias) evokes amplified frustration and harsh evaluation of AI failures (i.e., 

algorithmic aversion). 

Another theoretical account draws from the attribution framework. If the cause of a 

negative consequence is perceived as being under the actor’s control, the actor gets harsh 

blame. Taking this approach, we examine how people’s perceived controllability of AI 

affects the evaluation of AI-made decisions. It is interesting to see whether people 

perceive greater controllability of AI due to its autonomous nature, or perceive less 

controllability of AI given that AI is programmed and adopted by humans or organizations. 

Hypotheses  

H1: People will perceive that the AI agent, compared to the human agent, provides more 

consistent performance (automation bias), which in turn leads to more punitive evaluations 

of the AI for an unsatisfactory outcome (algorithmic aversion). 
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H2: People will perceive that the AI agent, compared to the human agent, should have less 

controllability of the outcome, which in turn leads to less punitive evaluations of the AI for 

an unsatisfactory outcome. 

 

Findings 

We conducted two online experiments. Participants (total n = 1140) from an online panel 

(Dynata) were exposed to several scenarios where they experienced undesirable 

outcomes from either AI or human experts. In general, our findings suggest that 

participants offer more generous evaluations of the human agent compared to the AI 

agent. The results suggest that two psychological paths, perceived violation of consistent 

performance and perceived controllability of AI, significantly determine the evaluation of AI-

made decisions. Specifically, when users perceived that AI failed to deliver expected 

consistent performance, they tended to make harsher assessments of AI failures 

compared to human failures. Additionally, participants perceived that AI had less 

controllability for negative outcomes compared to humans, which in turn, showed tolerable 

evaluations of AI failures. Policy and practical implications were discussed. 

Submission ID 
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Time-lag Analysis of Social bots Agenda setting 

Authors 
Dr. Bei Zhao - School of Arts and Communication, Beijing Normal University. 

Prof. Hongzhong Zhang - School of Journalism and Communication, Beijing Normal 

University. 

Abstract 
Purpose-Social bots active in social media have become an emerging force in influencing 

public opinion. Social bots have influenced the public agenda by pretending to be human 

and interacting with real users. What is the optimal time-lag for this effect? The purpose of 

this study is to explore the time-lag of social bots agenda setting effect by examining the 

interaction mechanism among social bots, the public, and the media. 

Data/Methods-This study uses the Python TweetScraper library to gather data, using 

tradewar as the keyword to obtain all tweets, retweets, and replies from May 1, 2019, to 

May 31, 2019 (31 days). We finally get 211,088 English tweets after removing duplicate 

tweets and unrelated tweets, including 85,856 unique users. By using Botometer for social 

bot detection, the scores of 71,012 accounts were obtained. In addition, we collected the 

authentication information of the accounts and found 1,373 media accounts. The rest are 

public accounts. The study constructs time series of social bots, public, and media in 

hours, and uses two methods to analyze the time-lag of social bot agenda setting: 1. 
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Graphical time series method. Constructing graphical time series to analyze the time 

sequence and time lag of social bots, the public, and the media to reach the peak（refers 

to the state of significant growth in tweets）around the same issue. 2. Statistical analysis 

method. A VAR model is used to analyze the optimal time lag among social bots, public, 

and media agendas. 

Findings-The study finds that in the 164-time points of the US-China trade war, the 

number of social bots peaking before the media and the public is 73, the number of media 

is 65, and the public is 33 times, with a peak time interval of 1-4 hours. The optimal time-

lag obtained from the VAR model is 25h. The graphical time series allows us to observe 

more intuitively the time sequence and time interval among the social bots, the public, and 

the media agenda, indicating that the social bots interact with the public and the media in a 

very short period of time, but the statistical analysis results show that it takes some time 

for the agenda setting effect to occur. 

Research implications/limitations-In terms of theoretical significance, this study takes 

the social bots as an important subject to explore the time-lag of its impact on online public 

opinion, which is a further expansion of the theory of agenda setting in the era of intelligent 

media. The practical significance is that social bots public opinion manipulation affects 

people's judgment of the real environment. This study analyzes the time mechanism of 

social bots public opinion manipulation, which supports our deep understanding of social 

bots' application and development. The limitation of the study is that the data obtain cross-

sectional data of a single event and a single platform, and the discussion of agenda setting 

is only a statistical causal relationship. 

Submission ID 
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Research on Privacy Disclosure Willingness of Epidemic 
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Abstract 
Since the outbreak of COVID-19, epidemic prevention big data applications represented 

by health codes have been widely used in mainland China. It collects personal address, 

movement trajectory, contact information and other information through big data means, 

comprehensively analyzes the individual's health status and generates a personal QR 

code, and provides decision-making basis for the public health department's epidemic 

control actions. The purpose of implementing the health code is to achieve a balance 
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between normal production and life and precise prevention and control of the epidemic, 

but it also brings concerns about personal privacy issues.  

In the past research, although some scholars have paid attention to the tension between 

big data prevention and control and personal privacy, the existing research still discusses it 

from the perspective of data collectors and managers. However, few studies have paid 

attention to the privacy disclosure willingness of the general public as the subject of 

privacy. Therefore, this study aims to explore what factors will affect the privacy disclosure 

willingness of health code users in the special context of public health crisis with the help 

of privacy computing theory, and explain the privacy paradox presented by users' privacy 

concerns and privacy disclosure behaviors. This study adopted a research method 

combining questionnaires and interviews, collected a total of 309 valid questionnaires, and 

conducted semi-structured interviews with 6 health code users of different ages.  

This study first found that most users believe that the personal privacy information 

collected by the health code is more sensitive, and they think it is difficult to control the 

specific use of the data collected by the health code, so they are worried about the privacy 

risks implied by the health code. However, users still show a high degree of trust in the 

data manager of the health code, and show a high willingness to disclose privacy. Health 

code users also believe that external norms and perceived benefits play an important role 

in promoting privacy disclosure. 

The questionnaire data and the interview content also show that the user's perceived 

benefits of the health code will significantly improve the privacy disclosure willingness of 

the users of the epidemic prevention big data application. Among them, due to the overall 

improvement of the epidemic situation in mainland China and the high frequency of use of 

health codes, users' perceived ease of use of health codes is higher than their perceived 

usefulness. However, unlike the theoretical assumptions of privacy computing in the 

traditional sense, due to personal health concerns and government control factors in public 

health events, users' perceived risks under the new crown pneumonia epidemic will not 

affect their willingness to disclose privacy. Among the various influencing factors of users' 

perceived risk, the sensitivity of the health code to collect personal information privacy and 

the degree of restraint of external norms will positively affect the perceived risk of health 

code users; the perceived trust of health code data collectors and users It will negatively 

affect the user's perceived risk of the health code. 

The  value of this study firstly explores neglected public privacy concerns in the context of 

public health crises, and analyzes the considerations for public privacy disclosure 

behavior. In addition, this study also updates the explanatory power and applicable 

conditions of traditional privacy computing theory in the context of public health events. 

Finally, this study believes that although personal privacy needs to be disclosed in a 

special period of public health crisis to protect the general interests of society and public 

health and safety, the public's privacy concerns and privacy concerns are still worthy of 

attention. The security of the public's private information should be effectively protected 

through legal, technical and other means. 
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Abstract 
The new media ecosystem has deeply transformed the way online disinformation spreads 

and multiply in the last few years. Consistent efforts have been made at national and 

European levels to find efficient ways to fight disinformation and raise public awareness 

about the dangers associated with being in contact and further spreading misleading 

information, especially in the online environment. In this context, the current study seeks to 

gather expert opinions about current practices and possible ways to intervene through 

public policies in fighting disinformation, with a focus on media literacy solutions. In a 

European-funded project (YouVerify), we will conduct in-depth interviews with experts, 

journalists, and policy makers (N=30) in three European countries (namely France, 

Romania, and Spain), to find possible solutions and actors that could actively contribute to 

implementing public policy in this area. The interviewees will be disinformation experts 

(representatives of fact-checking agencies, of NGOs working on media literacy, fact-

checking, or disinformation, researchers doing consistent research in any of these areas), 

journalists specialized in social and political news (from various types of media outlets), 

and policy makers (representatives of Ministries of Education in the three countries, 

Members of Parliament, or Members of the Boards of the media regulators in each 

country). We focus on three main discussion topics: 1. Understanding experts’ perceptions 

about the main negative effects of disinformation in each country (both at individual and 

social levels); 2. Understanding the current practices in place in each country to actively 

fight disinformation, with a special focus on media literacy, fact-checking, and education 

policies; 3. Solutions to fighting disinformation at system level, with a clear aim at building 

public policies at both national and European levels. We expect information gathered to 

help us building strong proposals of policy making, which will be further shared to various 

stakeholders, including policy makers themselves. 
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Abstract 
The rapid rise of large and powerful Internet platforms challenges policymakers and 

regulators worldwide. Various regulatory problems dominate the current public-policy 

agenda and the scholarly discourse, including the regulation of privacy and data 

protection, hate speech and disinformation, algorithmic selection and general questions of 

competition. Concerns have also arisen specifically regarding the disruption of traditional 

media markets by Internet platforms. As the main intermediaries controlling access to 

content, these are ascribed a high potential for influencing and endangering public-opinion 

formation and media pluralism. This raises new questions about the governance of opinion 

power and media concentration, which are associated with risks to open public discourses 

in democratic societies. Discussions on traditional media-concentration control gained 

momentum at the turn of the millennium – a period in which media-ownership rules were 

loosened in the light of convergence and liberalization. But where do we stand today? 

This article offers a comparative analysis of the current state of media-concentration 

regulation and opinion-power control in six countries (Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, 

UK, USA). It identifies the political importance currently attached to media-concentration 

control in these countries and scrutinizes the ways in which Internet platforms have been 

considered in recent regulatory and competition-law reforms. For each country, we 

conducted an in-depth analysis of media and competition laws, policy and legal 

documents, as well as academic contributions and media coverage. 

Overall, the findings indicate that policymakers currently give less priority to reforms of 

traditional measures of media-concentration control (e.g., structural measures such as 

restrictions on ownership and audience share) as compared to the aforementioned 

regulatory problems arising from platform dominance. For example, several countries have 

implemented or are considering reforms of competition laws in order to limit the market 

power of Internet platforms. Such reforms address the characteristics of multi-sided 

markets and anti-competitive practices of platform companies. They also focus on 

enabling early intervention in platform markets, e.g., by tightening merger control and 

introducing ex-ante instruments. Furthermore, reforms are marked by renewed 
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discussions about the relationship between regulation and competition law and the 

distribution of responsibilities between regulatory and competition authorities. 

Unique rules for Internet platforms aimed at safeguarding media pluralism in media law are 

thus far the exception and have only been introduced in Germany, e.g., in the form of rules 

on non-discrimination and transparency. In view of increasingly complex media systems 

and platformization, the policy focus instead is shifting to additional measures of promoting 

diversity in media and communications markets. These complement traditional instruments 

of media-concentration control and aim at strengthening the competitiveness of the 

national media vis-à-vis dominant international platforms, for example by exempting press 

companies from the ban on cartels, introducing media subsidies or promoting public-value 

content. 
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Abstract 
Botswana citizens used to have public communication facilitated mainly at the customary 

meeting place known as the Kgotla. In this regard, a large group of people would meet in a 

place commonplace that was designed within a community structure to chat on issues that 

concern them. This was convenient especially since the Kgotla and the kgosi/kgosana 

system was established to cater for their nomadic lifestyles of having to perennially 

migrate between towns, villages, and settlements every year, Even within the modernism 

and postmodernism era, both of which brought about developments in communication 

systems and new media channels, the Kgotla has remained the central meeting place in 

Botswana where public communication has been largely facilitated. However, with the 

recent COVID-19 pandemic which has altered what used to be the normal systems of life 

to the ‘new normal’, delivery of public health messages in group settings has been 

changed, as members of the community were compelled to and adapt to less travels, 

social distancing, and sanitization. As a result, the need to communicate information and 

progress made in society, including about the COVID-19 pandemic has become prevalent 

through the electronic media spaces, such as broadcast television, mobile and social 

media. Also, how effective is the approach taken to communicate health matters about 

COVID-19. The purpose of this research is to investigate how the Government of 
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Botswana and the citizens are harnessing Information and Communication Technologies 

to communicate public health issues during the COVID 19 Pandemic. We examined the 

digital media outputs and platforms that were used in Botswana and compare some to 

those of Southern African neighboring countries. Our analyses of data indicate that the 

government of Botswana was able to come up with a Mobile application, a TV programme, 

establish social media pages an online newsletter and radio programmes. This information 

was crucial for citizens as they learned about the COVID-19 virus, its dangers, impact and 

challenges in society, and empower them to make informed decisions to avoid it. to make 

informed decisions and Whereas these platforms went a long to service members of 

society particularly those living in towns and villages where the Internet and broadcast 

signals were adequate, a majority of citizens in settlements and rural areas did not receive 

information due to lack of access to ICT. Although expansive for an average citizen, 

broadband Internet through mobile communication data became significantly useful in 

some instances. We, therefore, argue for the continuance of government to harness ICT 

and digital media to communicate information about the COVID-19 pandemic, However, in 

doing so, the government should ensure that a majority of citizens have access to ICT to 

enable access to information. 

Keywords: COVID 19, digital media, Botswana, Government, Public health, 

communication 
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Abstract 
In our research on secure messaging we have documented users’ growing mistrust 

towards centralized messengers and social media platforms (Ermoshina, Halpin, Musiani : 

2017). This echoes in an interesting way with the well-documented mistrust towards 

representative democracies and critique of traditional forms of political participation 

(Rosanvallon & Goldhammer, 2008 ; Blondiaux, 2017 ; Bennet et al., 2013). Users become 

more skeptical about delegating their data to centralized platforms that have an almost 

unlimited power to filter content and block user profiles. In addition to government-imposed 

Internet censorship, platform-based censorship affects a variety of user groups, from those 

who could be classified as far-right to human rights defenders, LGBTQI+ activists or even 

journalists touching upon controversial topics. 
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Leaving behind the question whether censoring some of those users is legitimate or not, 

our presentation will instead focus on informational architectures of social media platforms 

and their role in content moderation. In comparison to privacy by design, can we speak of 

online safe spaces by design ? 

In our study of post-soviet activist and journalist communities and their usage of social 

media we have noticed an interesting pattern that can be called «digital migration». At 

least two big waves of migration were identified : Vk.com to Facebook (2011-2012) and 

Facebook to Telegram (2016-2018). Nowadays, due to recent controversies around 

Telegram’s potential collaboration with Russian government (Ermoshina, Musiani : 2021) a 

third wave of migration has been initiated which involves adoption of decentralized 

alternatives (Matrix/Element; Mastodon; Pleroma ; Delta Chat etc). 

In Western Europe, a similar migration wave affected activists (from both extremes of the 

so called political spectrum), marginalized populations, tech enthusiasts and journalists 

switching from Twitter to decentralized and opensource tools that shape the so-called 

Fediverse, among which Mastodon is an outstanding example. Now counting several 

millions of active users, this platform proposes a federated infrastructure for microblogging 

and is seen as an example of «democratic digital commons» (Kwet, 2020). We argue that 

federation offers novel ways of content moderation (Hassan, 2021), community organizing, 

information distribution, alternative techno-social instruments to deal with online 

harassment, hate speech or disinformation proposing a model of multitude of «safer 

spaces». 

 

In our presentation we will first define digital migration and emphasize its non-linear 

character. Indeed, unlike geographical migration, a digital one is not always unilateral: a 

user can be co-present in multiple online worlds, and navigate in a multi-tool setting as 

their online persona is intrinsically multiple (Ermoshina, Musiani: 2018). Based on web-

ethnography and interviews, we could witness users being present on Twitter and 

Mastodon and cross-post on both platforms using automated solutions (bots or bridges), in 

order to multiply their online presence and address to different target groups associated 

with those platforms and therefore, to two distinct techno-cultures. 

Secondly, we will introduce the Fediverse as an alternative model for content distribution 

and moderation, describing briefly its funding principles and key projects. We will pay 

particular attention to their interfaces and the underlying protocols and architectures of 

these tools (for example, the core role played by ActivityPub protocol and the 

interoperability it offers). Understanding information architectures in an STS perspective 

(Star, 1999 ; Fuller, 2008), we analyze software as producing particular forms of 

participation. We argue that certain protocol and interface properties of these federated 

platforms disable or lower possibilities for disinformation, surveillance and online 

harassment, as opposed to Twitter and Facebook. We will focus on content moderation 

practices embedded in the architecture and in the code itself. 
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However, as we have seen in our previous work on federated secure messaging tools, 

communities play crucial role in maintainance and care for federated infrastructures. 

Indeed, federated nature and openness of Mastodon’s source code can become 

themselves sources of controversy (such as, for instance, the decision of right-wing 

microblogging platform Gab to use Mastodon source code). Therefore, while technical 

decentralization surely enables certain practices of content moderation, instance 

administrators and active userbase are deeply involved in decision making about the 

Fediverse governance: developing code of conduct for every instance, taking key 

decisions about bridging or not with other instances/servers – often based on values, 

organizing conferences for instance administrators to take important decisions about the 

future of Fediverse, such as, for example, an online forum on Mastodon governance and 

moderation after the affluence of far right users into Mastodon following Trump’s expulsion 

from Twitter1. Based on our interviews with instance moderators and Mastodon active 

users, we will analyze actual content moderation practices and the role of technology and 

community in keeping Mastodon’s reputation of an online «safer space». 
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Abstract 
Insulin pump is a typical networked medical equipment, which contains artificial 

intelligence control system and subcutaneous insulin infusion device. Through two 

months` field investigation, it is found that different from the research on technical 

empowerment and self presentation of physically dysfunctional groups, networked medical 

devices require people to repeatedly trust the body data presented and adjusted by the 

device, and view, adjust, design and identify themselves through the data. At the same 

time, although they also pay attention to data, different from the research of quantified self 

of intelligent wearable devices, the research of networked medical devices focuses on the 

necessity of networking, data trust and technical support. This necessity is related to the 

survival of life and involves the deepest desire and basic needs of mankind. Therefore, the 

data practice of insulin pump users is not just passive "digital labor". They rely on obtaining 

life data to monitor and control their lives. Insulin pump makes these users becoming 

cyborgs, but brings the compensation of physical functions and the possibility of "normal 

life". The higher the intelligence of the machine, the less "extra labor" they pay to adjust 

their body condition and the higher the possibility of living like "normal people". Therefore, 
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insulin pump users have reached a data cooperation relationship with the platform, and 

actively seek to transfer some body data rights to serve the needs of intelligent upgrading 

of equipment. Insulin pump users on the digital platform to establish a community for 

mutual assistance in insulin pump use, treatment sharing, treatment information exchange, 

treatment group discount and other activities. However, not all users can accept the use of 

insulin pump. Users are mainly affected by the high price of intelligent insulin pump, high 

networking threshold and the need for a certain degree of DIY. Generally speaking, in 

extreme data practice, users' demand for constructive use of data is greater than their 

doubt about the significance of data monitoring. In the symbiosis scenario of human body, 

data and platform, the factor of communication political economy is the key factor to 

determine the survival of symbiosis cycle. 

The investigation of this paper comprehensively reflects how insulin pump users, as a type 

of post human subject, live, exist and even become a part of intelligent medical devices. 

The experience of insulin pump users provides a lot of basis for us to imagine the future of 

human-computer symbiosis. Firstly, the data ethics in the era of artificial intelligence 

should take care of the "constructive" data labor of special groups; Secondly, the process 

of human-computer symbiosis at the material level will go through the process of 

networking and physical adaptation, in which the "material gap" such as disconnection, 

obstruction and pain should be considered as an important factor in the basis of human-

computer symbiosis. Based on the above conclusions, this paper attempts to supplement 

the empirical territory in human body, data and platform research, and provide a new 

theoretical perspective and field experience. 
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Abstract 
With the rapid development of digital technology, Big Data is increasingly embedded in 

people's daily life. The concept of Big Data is ambiguous and vague, which makes its 

meaning open to discussion. The Chinese mainstream media's discourses on Big Data 

have a tendency to present implicitly the myth of "dataism", which has an influence on the 

public's cognition. If people accept this constructive discourse, they may lack a 
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comprehensive understanding and objective judgment of Big Data. Therefore, it is 

necessary to explore and reveal the media discourse on Big Data. 

This study attempts to investigate the values, beliefs, and interests of Big Data rhetoric in 

Chinese media in the theoretical context of sociotechnical imaginaries. Sociotechnical 

imaginaries refer to a collective vision of desirable futures created by science and 

technology. They reside in the reservoir of norms and discourses, metaphors, and cultural 

meanings out of which actors build their policy preferences (Jasanoff and Kim, 2009). 

Critical metaphor analysis (CMA) was used in this study. Critical Metaphor Analysis 

reveals the intentions and embedded ideologies of language users through contextual 

analysis, metaphor identification, metaphor description, and metaphor interpretation 

(Charteris-Black,2004). 

This study presents a case study of editorials of People's Daily. People's Daily is one of 

the most discursive and influential newspapers in China and is the most direct and 

centralized reflection of mainstream political ideology (Li Ming,2013). People’s Daily has 

published a large number of editorials on Big Data, which reflects the Chinese 

government's cognitive process and development path of Big Data. The research 

questions of this study are: What types of metaphors are used in the editorial on Big Data 

in People's Daily? What kind of sociotechnical imaginaries about Big Data are these 

metaphors constructing? What values, beliefs and interests do these metaphors and 

sociotechnical imaginaries reveal? 

As of December 31, 2021, we have collected 127 editorials of People's Daily, with a total 

of 164484 Chinese characters. We use the authoritative metaphor identification method 

(MIPVU) (Gerard J. Steen,2010) to identify all the metaphors. Then we classified all 

metaphors and calculated “resonance”, which is “to indicate the extent to which metaphor 

source domains are found in a particular corpus and measure their productivity thereby 

(Charteris-Black,2004)”. The measure of resonance is that it is the sum of tokens 

multiplied by the sum of the types of metaphors. 

Results show that People's Daily's Big Data editorials have four metaphors: the tool 

metaphors (37.39%), such as “power, engine, and strategic resources”; the natural 

resource metaphors (28.68%), such as “oil, gold, waves, and ocean”; the product 

metaphors (27.12%), such as “mining, highway, and data barrier”; the body metaphors 

(5.62%), such as “portraits, transparent people, mind-reading”; and other metaphors 

(2.38%). 

The first leading imagination is that “Big Data is a production tool and strategic resources”. 

It constructs the rhetoric that Big Data can boost production from the perspective of 

pragmatism. It also integrates the nationalist narrative of the rejuvenation of the Chinese 

nation. Furthermore, it regards the field of Big Data as the space for the game of big 

powers and the space for globalized competition from the perspective of digital 

sovereignty. 
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The second dominant imagination is that "Big Data is oil, gold, and waves". It imagines 

that Big Data has enormous economic potential and is an irresistible opportunity of the 

times. But it ignores many potential risks, such as industry monopoly and technology black 

box. The natural resource metaphors reflect the neo-liberal ideology and technological 

optimism. 

The third dominant imagining is " Big Data is the product”. The product metaphors involve 

such keywords as “mining, refining, highway, and data barrier”. “Mining and refining” still 

focus on the economic value of Big Data. Moreover, Big Data  Highway  is similar to the 

"information highway" proposed by the US. It conveys that China wants to break the data 

barrier to realize the smooth flow of the data highway, which embodies the efficiency and 

rationality of technical governance. 

The fourth dominant imagination is that "Big Data is the identity portrait". The editorials of 

People's Daily use the body metaphors to call on governments to regulate Internet 

platforms and pay attention to data protection issues, such as privacy leaks, data 

ownership and cyber civil rights. 

In conclusion, People's Daily editorials show an optimistic attitude towards Big Data, giving 

priority to economic issues related to Big Data while ignoring related social issues. 

However, more and more data rights and data ethics issues are emerging. It is important 

to deeply rethink the media discourse and imagination of Big Data to uncover potential 

pitfalls. 
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Abstract 
Artificial Intelligence is viewed as a transformative technology that will bring a huge impact 

on human societies (Butcher & Beridze, 2019). As the world’s second-largest economy, 

China has shown its ambition to become a world leader in AI technology (Zeng, 2020). 

Facilitated by the government’s Belt and Road Initiative, China’s AI companies have 

reached other continents, encompassing Africa, Latin America, and Eastern Europe 

(Abramowitz & Chertoff, 2018) --For instance, by 2019, Chinese telecommunication 

company Huawei had cooperated with 52 governments (mainly from sub-Saharan Africa 

and Asia) via its “Safe City” projects, applying a wide range of technologies (including AI) 

for city governance (Hillman & McCalpin, 2019). However, most media reportage and 

scholarly analysis on Chinese AI companies’ impact on Africa, habitually fall into a Cold-
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War-style narrative of “Authoritarianism” against the backdrop of “Liberal Democracy”. 

They contend that AI technology provided by Chinese AI companies will assist Beijing’s 

exportation of “its illiberal political values” (Parkinson, Bariyo, & Chin, 2019), strengthen 

Beijing-led “authoritarian alliance” with the Global South (Andersen, 2020), and finally 

“replace the liberal international order with its authoritarian vision” (Abramowitz & Chertoff, 

2018). This paper suggests that the “Authoritarianism” and “Liberal Democracy” paradigms 

are insufficient to differentiate the implications of digital technologies in Africa brought by 

China or the West (e.g., US) and argues AI as a technology heavily relying on data, should 

be studied through the lens of “surveillance capitalism” and “data colonialism.” 

The “Authoritarianism” vs. “Liberal Democracy” model was created to describe the division 

between the capitalist West and the communist Soviet Union in a Cold War antagonistic 

logic, and China which broke with USSR in the 1950s cannot fit into this model (Thussu, 

2019, p.264). On the other hand, “liberal democracies” are not “democratic” pe se (Fuchs, 

2018). For instance, Jacksonian white democracy in the US is believed to actually sustain 

the authoritarianism towards Black, Native, and women (Lee, 2021). The unique attributes 

of digital technologies further blur the boundaries of authoritarianism and liberal 

democracy. Media scholars Nick Couldry and Ulises Mejias note that “For what today’s 

infrastructures of connection make possible is a new economic and social formation in 

which the orders of ‘liberal’ democracies and ‘authoritarian’ societies become increasingly 

indistinguishable” (2019, p.20). They call this emerging “new economic and social order,” 

which naturalizes extracting data from all aspects of human life and social relations for 

profit, as “data colonialism.” They also question the idea that this new order is exclusively 

promoted by the Chinese government and tech companies, “Critics in the West see this 

close collaboration between government and internet companies as evidence of Chinese 

authoritarianism…On closer inspection, however, such initiatives are problematic…the 

close collaboration between a government…and companies…is a global feature of data 

colonialism, not one restricted to China, Russia, or the United States” (Couldry & Mejias, 

2019, p.57). Couldry and Mejias’s observation coins sociologist Shoshana Zuboff’s notion 

of “surveillance capitalism,” which points to the tech giants from the US, such as Google 

and Facebook, constantly surveil individuals, capture and analyze personal data, and sell 

them for archiving the goal of accumulating capital (Zuboff, 2015, 2019). Data to AI is like 

oil to the car. By connecting the datafication process with surveillance capitalism, data 

colonialism, and the globally hegemonic neoliberalism (Harvey, 2007), this conceptual 

paper aims to provide a theoretical framework for understanding the ongoing extraction (of 

data), appropriation (of social relation), and commodification (of human life) in Africa. 
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Abstract 
A number of current, high-profile initiatives across the globe (including the Digital Services 

Act in Europe, the “Great Firewall” of China, Russia’s “sovereign Internet” and “anti-Apple” 

laws, and many others) are concrete implementations of the “digital sovereignty” principle: 

i.e. the idea that states should “reaffirm” their authority over the Internet and protect their 

citizens, institutions, and businesses from the multiple challenges to their nation’s self-

determination in the digital sphere. 

Presently, digital sovereignty is understood primarily as a legal concept and a set of 

political discourses. In this presentation, we argue that the concept should also be studied 

via the infrastructure-embedded “situated practices” of various political and economic 

projects which aim to establish autonomous digital infrastructures in a hyperconnected 

world. Although this contribution is also a call for a wider and comparative research 

programme, we focus here on the case of Russia and its national Internet (Runet), the 

subject of an ongoing research project. 

Thus, in its final part, this contribution outlines four main dynamics identified by our 

research. First, the Russian government raises a number of obstacles against foreign 

techniques and alternative infrastructures, considered as “subversive”. Second, the 

technical implementation of these infrastructure-based coercive measures often results in 

“collateral damage”. Third, the current Runet context leads to the creation and 

development of new “digital champions” under an increasingly close government 

supervision. Finally, critiques of “governance by infrastructure” dynamics emerge among 

internet users, which contributes to the rise of new forms of “resistance by infrastructure”. 

We conclude that the Russian discourse on Internet sovereignty as a centralized and top-

down apparatus paradoxically open up technical and legal opportunities for mundane 

resistances and the existence of “parallel” Runets. 

This contribution draws upon several lineages of literature, including Internet governance 

(IG) studies and in particular its subset that addresses the concept of digital sovereignty 

and the relationship between digital networks and states; thestudies of information 

systems according to science and technology studies (STS) and more specifically 

infrastructure studies; and finally, studies that combine the lenses of infrastructure studies 

and IG studies. 
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Abstract 
Berger (2010), observed during preparations for digital migration in Africa that: “… there is 

neither policy nor strategy. At best, some preliminary technical work is being done by a 

small team of officials confined within a particular ministry”. Looking back twelve years 

after Berger’s observation was made, an aspect rings true for Ghana’s experience of 

digital switchover policy-making. The country had a communication policy-making arena 

that had produced inadequate policy and a weak broadcasting regulatory regime after over 

twenty five years of the media sector’s liberalisation and commercialisation, and these 

added to the challenges of fashioning digital switchover policy. In the context of the digital 

migration policy, external policy actors such as the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU), and the Commonwealth Telecommunication Organisation (CTO), functioned as 

epistemic communities (Haas, 1992, Davis Cross, 2013) and offered technical policy 
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advice and expertise for African countries to formulate their switchover policies and 

implementation plans. There was also a host of other international telecommunications 

consultancies and experts who offered expertise and shared experiences of digital 

switchover policy-making and implementation from other regions of the world, at seminars 

and workshops for regulators, government departments and other stakeholders in the 

African communication policy arena. Such fora therefore became influential in setting the 

parameters within which many African countries defined the objectives and priorities for 

their switchover policy and its completion, illustrating Cogburn’s (2005) argument about the 

extent of developing countries influence on international policy regimes. In Ghana the 

result was a remarkable alignment of international and local policy actors’ prioritisation and 

framing of switchover policy objectives. This alignment happened at the expense of prior 

longstanding broadcasting policy and regulatory reform issues. This paper draws on data 

from interview and documentary sources, and combines the concepts of epistemic 

communities and historical institutionalism (Stienmo,2008), as analytical frameworks to 

examine and explain why in Ghana’s case, the interplay of external policy actors and 

domestic structural factors within the communication policy arena aided the prioritisation of 

digital switchover policy on a narrow and urgent technical frame. The paper argues that 

the influence of external epistemic and policy communities on local policy actors was 

decisive in the marginalisation of those longstanding policy issues in the broadcasting 

sector, which would have provided a stronger broadcasting regulatory framework for the 

new multichannel television market had they been considered as part of digital switchover 

policy-making in the country. 
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Abstract 
The smart city is a postcolonial phenomenon that has emerged in contemporary times; its 

emergence also marks a distinct break from earlier ways of knowing about disability – as 

objects of charity, medicalized bodies, and also as disabled subjects influenced by the 

disability rights movement.  

As both a conceptual frame of reference and a vision that is being realized, the smart city 

is increasingly embraced, with many different iterations across Asian nation-states such as 

Singapore, Taiwan, Vietnam, China, and Thailand. Within the smart city, technology and 
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disability come into productive conversation, as visions of a technologically enabled future 

also conjure particular ideas of disability. This occurs amidst a backdrop of scholarship that 

have highlighted how technology is a double-edged sword; while it is seen as a means 

towards the enablement and inclusion of disabled people, technology has also been 

critiqued for its underpinning logics and problems.  

Using the smart city as a focal point, we interrogate how discourses of inclusion, disability, 

and technology come together and what their implications are for communication policy.  

What roles does disability play in technology and how does technology imagine disability? 

What does it mean to see the smart city as a postcolonial technology and what are the 

demands the smart city and its corresponding uses of technology places on disabled 

bodies? And importantly how can the smart city project decolonise ways of knowing about 

disability, both dominated by Global North disability studies and embedded within ideas of 

technology, and be mobilized towards the emancipation of disabled people? How does this 

kind of reimagining help us rethink the current policy paradigms for understanding smart 

cities? 
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Abstract 
Internet users have accused digital media platforms of China of ignoring data privacy. 

However, how these platforms understood this criticism has not always been explicit. 

Since the Chinese government promulgated the first Personal Information Protection Law 

(PIPL) on 1 November 2021, these companies have been compelled to respond and 

create their privacy policies. This study, therefore, aims to understand how are privacy 

regulations constructed, characterised and implemented by Chinese digital platforms to 

comply with the PIPL? The study draws on the conceptual frameworks of digital privacy 

and image repair to explore how these platforms constituted their own platform discourses 

to deal with privacy problems and how they played a role in addressing these problems of 

the new law. Methodologically, this study focuses on the new privacy policies of the four 

Chinese digital giants: Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent and Bytedance. The first three platforms 
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commonly referred to as BAT are the top three internet companies in China; their products 

are now part of everyday life for the Chinese people. The fourth company, Bytedance, is 

known for its global social media product, TikTok. In order to understand commonality and 

heterogeneity in the privacy policies of these companies, we explore privacy-textual 

discourses through their representative social media products. 

By using digital discourse analysis, the study identified three dimensions of privacy policy-

making primarily based on the algorithmic logic. The first dimension consists of 

characterising privacy policy as the individual privacy-concerned discourses. The platforms 

portray three key conceptual discursive elements: the definition of individual information, 

the use of collected information, and the protection of information. The second dimension 

involves the discourses of intervention deployed by the platforms from clarifying the rights 

of users to setting the boundaries of data collection and implementing new rules for 

dealing with privacy problems. To rationalise their interventions, in the third dimension, the 

platforms acknowledged and negotiated various responsibilities in their discursive 

responses to the new law. By highlighting their social obligations to keep the public 

informed and ensure safety during use, the platforms emphasise their transparency and 

accountability. We thus conclude that the privacy policies of the four digital giants include 

considerable detail and complexity but do not go beyond the PIPL framework as they are 

intended to protect the platforms’ interests. Their efforts to create their own privacy policies 

can be seen as the response of official discourse that attempt to repair their previous 

negligent image. The study also notes that turning the substance and the scope of privacy 

policy into a hegemonic discourse is a way for these platforms to dominate privacy rules. 

This may lead to the domestication of privacy literacy for those users who engage with 

Chinese social media in their everyday life. 
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Abstract 
In February 2021, India enacted its ‘Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics 

Code’ under the Information Technology (IT) Act 2000, which covers Over the Top (OTT) 

platforms like Netflix and Amazon Prime Video. The new IT laws have introduced a three-

tier mechanism termed as a ‘soft-touch regulatory architecture.’ While the first two tiers 

bring in place a system of self-regulation by the platform itself and by the self-regulating 

bodies of content publishers, the crucial third calls for an oversight mechanism by the 

central government. From the earlier unfettered terrain of experimental, risqué, and novel 
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storytelling on OTT platforms, Indian original releases now routinely come under attack for 

hurting religious sentiments in India. Which is why the implementation of the 2021 IT laws 

have raised concerns regarding undue censorship, and the increased scrutiny has resulted 

in OTT platforms focusing on releasing shows which feature mainstream names with 

themes that can enable the congregation of families to watch web content. 

Thereby, drawing on a political economy approach, this paper will highlight the architecture 

of India’s internet domains and the rise of ‘platform nationalism’ of recent state-based 

governance interventions in emerging platform ecologies. The focus of the paper will be 

two-fold, first, the ecosystem of OTT platforms in India will be investigated in relation to 

regulatory frameworks and the composition of market share between international and 

domestic platforms. Second, examples where OTT platforms have exercised self-

censorship or self-regulation following public backlash will be explored. For example, in 

2020, Amazon Prime Video’s series Paatal Lok, while receiving rave reviews from critics, 

also came under scanner for allegedly promoting anti-Hindu sentiments and the OTT 

platform then had to delete some scenes. The probe into both the ecosystem of OTT 

platforms and instances of self-censorship will enable teasing out the tenacious 

connections between rising Hindu nationalist sentiments, evolving internet governance 

laws and platform based cultural production. 

Further to the above, the paper will place India within the wider history of Asian 

nationalisms and if current expressions of nationalism via digital platforms are different 

from before. Digital platforms are important sites of contemporary nationalisms, which are 

reinvigorating and reproducing people’s perception of belongingness to their nations. And 

in the context of India, the imagined community and nation is being drawn sharply along 

religious (Hindu nationalism) and caste lines. 

References: 

Anderson, B. (2006). Imagined communities: Reflections on the origin and spread of 

nationalism. Verso books. 

Footnote: 

In Indian Hindu mythology, Paatal Lok refers to the underworld located under the Earth. 
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Abstract 
    Derived from some architecture studies, the concept of “fabric city” is used to 

emphasize the complexity of modern cities, which is also considered as a kind of literary 

analogy. Digital technologies are accelerating the ways of how a society is organized, 

where individual life is no longer slow and static, and urban events woven by people and 

places are expanding exponentially. Digital technology not only changes people’s lives, but 

also reconstructs the way cities unfold. 

    The Site QR Code is one of manifestations to achieve that during the Covid-19 

pandemic in China. As a big data-based and programming language, both the Health 

Code, which uses green, yellow and red colors to represent people’s health status, and the 

Site Code, which shows people’s travel trajectory within 14 days, have played critical roles 

in the implementation of mobility control and safety check during the pandemic. Compared 

with the Health Code, the latter strengthens the flow management of people, from showing 

codes to scanning codes, individuals complete a deeper digital binding with specific 

spaces calculated in seconds. 

    In urban sociology, place is always seen as an implicit language, but the programming 

technology turning the place to QR (quick response) code is an exact relational language. 

The Site Code allows the so-called “fabric city” to have a tangible image. 

    The process of scanning Site Code for admission, on the one hand, outlines the flow 

track of scattered individuals by taking specific spatial location as the nodes. On the other 

hand, this process can qualify, divide and integrate places as a result of some typed 

actions through different people. Therefore, the city is divided into connected sub-networks 

with different behavior trajectories, and the interaction of approximate spatial units worthy 

scholarly attention. 

    To sum up, in this study we will take the Site Code as research object. In the lens of the 

intersection between technology and humanity, we will try to draw a dynamic map which is 

interwoven by the individual flow track and the string of spatial scattered places. 

Furthermore, we will examine the case of “The hardest Chinese in the epidemiological 

survey”. Through empirical research on the network public opinion, we will conclude by 

discussing the textual operation and meaning writing in the connection between personal 

experience and social structure. 
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Abstract 
This theoretical and empirical investigation builds upon the concept of “slantwise behavior” 

to further complicate notions of “digital disengagement” of subjects within technological 

infrastructures such as Facebook. It has been previously suggested that the ubiquity of 

data privacy paradox is the most obvious reason for engaging in disengagement practices. 

Our study attempts to contribute to this discussion by examining the discursive 

assemblages around subjects’ disengagement within Social Network Sites (SNS). While a 

proliferation of concepts around disconnection and disengagement from SNS is largely 

conceptualized by media theorists as a binary construct of resistance or domination, our 

work attempts to propose an alternative conceptualization of subjects’ disengagement. 

This paper builds on previous research of the authors that utilized 30 semi-structured 

interviews to capture subjects’ discursive patterns related to forms and types of 

disengagement within social media platforms. It employs a novel methodology, that is, an 

adaptation of market research online tools, to illustrate that disengagement from Facebook 

can be seen as a hybrid reaction and a complex phenomenon. More specifically, we 

worked with InDeemo, a tool for “online ethnography”, which provided us with rich data, 

including screen recorded online activity of subjects, reflections of users on their own 

activity, videos, and other qualitative data. Our preliminary findings indicate that certain 

disconnection assemblages cannot be easily classified as resistance practices or as 

indications of internalization of domination, but rather slantwise behaviors, that is, actions 

that unintentionally may lead to obfuscation. Such slantwise behaviors include, but are not 

limited to, use of VPNs for downloading pirate content, disengagement as a means to 

maintain privacy from friends, relatives, colleagues and employers and so forth. These 

acts ultimately and when deployed en masse, may have an important impact on 

Facebook’s revenue streams, which are largely based on users’ degree of activity, that is, 

the more active the users, the more financially successful the platform. In other words, 

given that inactive users may be seen as a liability for Facebook, this kind of behavior, 

even though not -intentionally- resistant, produces similar results to resistant practices, 

such as politically active disengagement. 
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Abstract 
Delivery workers have become a foundational force in the growth of India's multi-million 

dollar gig economy. While the gig economy has been celebrated for creating job 

opportunities, questions remain about the nature of these jobs. The platform-based food 

delivery giants in India like Swiggy and Zomato extensively use artificial intelligence-driven 

algorithms and surveillance structures to monitor their services–and by extension, their 

workers. But who does this surveillance system serve is a question which needs deeper 

analysis. Surveillance systems are very active in the app-based food delivery ecosystem. 

While the delivery workers who are surveilled are overexposed, the surveillants remain 

opaque, which raises troubling questions about workers’ rights and privacy. The intrusion 

of these systems into the private space of delivery workers also suggests the possibility 

that such surveillance has been normalized, given that digital media technologies and 

digital surveillance are an inevitable part of food delivery platforms. While some scholars 

have focused on the structural problems faced by platform workers in India, there is a 

paucity of studies that look at the surveillance structures in food delivery platforms in India, 

particularly from the viewpoint of the workers themselves. This study explores the food 

delivery workers’ perspectives on surveillance by platforms and hopes to add value to the 

ongoing conversations around platform capitalism and surveillance society. Through in-

depth interviews with food delivery workers, intermediaries (such as restaurant managers) 

and customers, this study seeks to understand the different narratives around surveillance 

and how these different stakeholders make sense of it. The study attempts to read these 

narratives around surveillance through the lens of Foucauldian theory of discipline, 

Lefebrvian theories of space and Marxist theories of collectivism. The study also explores 

how these different stakeholders engage with the surveillance mechanism(s) and how this 

surveillance may impinge on the rights of the workers as well as customers. We also 

examine the link between surveillance mechanisms, feedback loops, and the wages of 

delivery workers. Considering the widespread surveillance in the digital workspace, how 

workers negotiate with surveillance and find modes to resist it are themes of interest. The 

study tries to understand the practical strategies employed by the delivery workers to 

counter the platform’s surveillance. We would also like to know whether the surveillance 

system is perceived as customer-centric, employee-centric, or platform-centric by the 

delivery workers, customers, and intermediaries, respectively. The insights gained from our 

study could benefit both workers’ collectives and platforms as they seek to develop fairer 
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and mutually beneficial conditions of work. 
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Abstract 
In recent decades, state actors in North America, Europe, and Australia have worked to 

intensify and transform border controls. ICT-based initiatives have been at the core of 

these “remote control” efforts. One set of initiatives “harden” linear borders by deploying 

networks of sensors, cameras, unmanned aerial vehicles and satellites to buttress 

fortifications along the swathes of territory between ports of entry to block the entry of 

“undesirables.” Increasingly, these kinds of networks have been Integrated into strategies 

that seek to stretch border control practices into neighboring countries to interdict or deter 

travelers before they reach the borderline. A second set of initiatives, which are highly 

dependent on networked databases and biometric technologies, project port-of–entry 

border controls into territories across the globe in order to identify and sort travelers into 

“low risk” and “high risk” categories. This “forward looking” risk calculus ostensibly 

facilitates the efficient entry of the “wanted” while immobilizing the “undesirables.” 

In various contexts, then, ICTs, and the organizational forms they are embedded in, 

increasingly mediate the relationship between border professionals and travelers seeking 

to cross borders. This paper focuses on a key ethical implication of this development, 

namely that this mediation generates moral distancing. 

The analysis begins by staking out the following conceptual position. Technologies are not 

merely passive tools in the hands of those who use them. Rather, they have agency. As 

Latour puts it, technologies can “authorize, make possible, encourage, make available, 

allow, suggest, influence, hinder, prohibit and so on.” They can also shape our capacity to 

think ethically. 

Next, drawing on the work of Zygmunt Bauman and others, I argue that, in different ways, 

the growing technological mediation between border professionals and travelers has a 

transformative influence on how the former “see” and “know” the latter. For example, 

satellite imagery of the frontier and pre-frontier areas represent distant travelers as an 

anonymous mass of indistinguishable fluorescent “targets”. And while biometric 

technologies used in consulates and ports of entry do individualize, they do so 

quantitatively and digitally. In both cases, technologies encourage the treatment of 

travelers as “shriveled” data objects rather than living subjects with unique qualitative 

personal histories. To use Bauman’s term, these reductive ways of seeing and knowing 
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work to “adiaphorize” or excise the problem of border control and treatment of the Other 

from the realm of moral evaluation and ethical obligation. Border professionals are 

insulated from the consequences of their decisions and actions and border control 

increasingly becomes a technical issue of how to efficiently police objects at a distance. 

The paper concludes with some thoughts on an alternative approach to border 

“management,” one based on an ethics of care and moral responsibility. 
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Abstract 
Undoubtedly, the ecosystem of digital social media platforms has become a catalyst for 

historical, cultural and technological transformations, changing the notion of time and 

space, with reflections on social practices, human behavior and interpersonal 

relationships.  

This new technological generation also affected the field of communication in 

organizations, which were forced to stop using only traditional media as a channel of 

interaction with society, starting to invest in the creation of profiles on these platforms to 

dialogue directly with individuals. 

This direct contact between organizations and users of digital social media has required 

continuous improvements in the teams responsible for managing the profiles, generating 

the need for updating and qualification, developing new strategies and adopting 

technological tools that facilitate the maintenance of profiles and interaction. with different 

stakeholders. 

This paper is the result of applied research on the use of bot to automate the Facebook 

chat. The objective is to present the process of creation and development of an automated 

chat system on the Facebook page of the Public Ministry of Labor in Maranhão (MPT-MA), 

a brazilian organization that works with human rights. For this, the bot tool was used, a 

kind of computer program with the function of performing repetitive and automated tasks, 

in order to ensure faster dialogue, interaction and meeting the needs of Facebook chat 

users. (Messenger).  
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The work is anchored in classic concepts, such as cyberspace (LÉVY, 2000) and network 

society (CASTELLS, 2003; 2011), with others who discuss the tool worked in this article: 

the bot, like Garret (2018) and Ursu (2018). The development of this tool by the Chatfuel 

platform made it possible to respond more quickly to users with different profiles by the 

Social Communication Office (Ascom) of the MPT-MA. 
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Abstract 
Algorithmic visibility of news has emerged as a key issue for those researching questions 

of media pluralism, and Chinese platforms are at the forefront of these trends (Zhang, 

2020). In this presentation we discuss a new computational tool developed for assessing 

online news media diversity, based on the proportion of public affairs content in news 

stories. We then apply this framework to the algorithmic aspects of news distribution 

across WeChat Official Accounts (WOA) from this social media platform’s news providers. 

The research contributes to the development and understanding of media pluralities 

across divergent media systems through theorised frameworks informed by computational 

methods for the analysis of online news corpora. It is argued that transformations in digital 

media production, distribution and access to online content, especially news, invites 

researchers to rethink the application of media policies in national media systems. In that 

context, frameworks that were previously relied on for comparative national media system 

analysis now warrant reassessment. The argument is made that de-Westernisation of 

media studies should include media pluralism/diversity policies within the scope of that 

project, and this approach can advance our understanding of news media in China. 

Researching online news and diversity in China underscores the benefits of studying 

processes as well as systems, and the dynamic interactions between structure, agency 

and pathways of policymaking. 

Keywords: media pluralism policies, computational methods, de-Westernization, China, 

news diversity, automated curation, platformization. 
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Abstract 
Social media disengagement takes many patterns and forms, ranging from temporary non-

use to outright rejection of a platform (Mannell, 2019). As a result of an increasing amount 

of harmful, divisive and offensive online content (Jane, 2016) alongside misinformation, 

neoglobalisation and other contextual factors (Giglietto et. al, 2020), large numbers of 

citizens are leaving and disengaging from social media platforms. This disengagement is 

increasing for specific user groups who are targeted online for their political views, religion, 

gender, race, ethnicity and nationality (Office of the eSafety Commissioner, 2020)[1]. 

Digital disengagement introduces an emerging field for policymakers and regulatory 

discussions. What patterns of disengagement can be observed in online communities 

during the COVID-19 pandemic and are historically marginalised groups disproportionately 

affected? How do social media platforms with their specific architectures and affordances 

foster or fragment long-term user engagement with the platform? What strengthens 

resilience in uncertain times, keeping people connected to support and social networks? 

What types of digital literacy are needed to enable users to perform safety measures such 

as block problematic accounts, delete content, and manage spaces effectively to avoid 

toxic content. The answers to these questions inform appropriate policy design in an online 

media world, which inform the development of appropriate communication technologies for 

current and future societies. 

With social media platforms being a key connective technology for a number of user 

groups, there is a need to develop a more nuanced understanding of digital 

disengagement recognising the tensions in its relationship to the platform’s architecture 

and regulatory frameworks, on the one hand, and variations in digital literacy and ability, 

on the other (van Dijck et. al, 2019). In this paper we expand disconnection research by 

linking it to contexts and causes that drive citizen disengagement in online spaces and the 

role of platform affordances and platformisation. We report on findings of our case study of 

digital disengagement of Asian Australian communities, focusing on the social media 

platforms, Facebook and Twitter. Our methodology involved a mixture of social media 

observation and analysis using computational techniques. We collected data using 

CrowdTangle for Facebook, a platform that provides data insights and analytics on publicly 

posted content, and TCAT for Twitter, a tool to capture and analyse tweets, with the aim to 

track and map the online patterns and activities over time against a range of metrics to 
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identify and understand key points of engagement/disengagement. In doing so, the paper 

provides new findings from research and develops a conceptual framework to support 

policy design for the digital experiences of groups who are more prone to online attacks, 

harassment and misinformation, and points to some measures, including improvements in 

platform design, governance and digital literacies around safe online use to support those 

groups. 
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Abstract 
During the COVID-19 Pandemic, China’s application of health QR codes provided an 

efficient health surveillance system to prevent and control the spread of the coronavirus. 

China’s digital responses to COVID-19 are part of the national digital transformation 

project that promotes big data applications in healthcare among various areas. Over the 

past decade, China has implemented a universal personal electronic health record system 

and a centralized health database in response to public health threats. However, it is 

notable about ethical concerns and pitfalls of social justice concerning privacy and 

overwhelmed surveillance. Drawing on the literature on public health surveillance and data 

colonialism, this paper examines how China’s big data healthcare policies legitimize the 

intrusion of private life for the public good and normalize the new data relations of 

extracting, appropriating, and dispossessing social life as an “open” and national resource 

to anticipate and govern the future. 

As big data facilitate more efficient and flexible public health surveillance systems, they 

reinforce existing ethical concerns about privacy, discrimination, and stigmatization and 

introduce new problems of the unsettled ownership of big data, ambiguous and opaque 

monitoring and data analysis, and exploitation and appropriation of individuals’ social life. 

The literature on data colonialism sheds light on the new data relations in digital 

epidemiology. It unpacks big data’s economic value for extraction and appropriation and 

political value for efficient governance and anticipation of the future. Investigating the new 

data relations can benefit the contemplation of ethical and social justice issues raised in 
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big data public health surveillance. And the case of China offers an experience of non-

Western colonial power over homeland populations in today’s Cloud Empire. 

Through a textual analysis of related policy documents, the paper probes the construction 

of reality about the operation of the new data relations and the power dynamics among 

different entities - the state and tech corporations - in China’s big data public health 

surveillance system. The analysis shows that the nationalism discourse dominates in 

China’s big data healthcare project that aims for public welfare but also a globally leading 

position in the high-tech industry. The policy documents portrayed big data collected from 

individual citizens as a core production factor of exploitable value and a fundamental and 

strategical resource to succeed in the technological battleground. Health big data, like the 

land, belongs to the state. The motivation to protect data safety is thus more out of state 

security considerations than individual privacy interests. The power dynamics in the digital 

transformation project display a top-down structure with the state in charge of overall 

planning and corporations playing a major role in developing specific big data applications 

and systems. Thus, data collectors and owners in the asymmetric relations of data 

colonialism are not only enterprises but also the state that dominates the process in 

China’s context. Overall, this research reflects on pitfalls and ethical issues in big data 

public health surveillance from a perspective of data colonialism in a unique social setting 

and contributes to the ongoing discussion on technologies’ impacts during the COVID-19 

Pandemic. 
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Abstract 
With the development of technology, the traditional view of robots has changed. Robots 

include not only the physical ones which are often used in production, but also the digital 

ones that reside in cyberspace, keeping netizens informed and entertained with 

automatically generated content, or causing troubles by spam marketing and spreading 

fake news. 

From the perspective of affordance, this study focused on comparing spambot between 

China and the U.S.. Firstly, we raised follow questions: What damages have spambots 

caused in the two countries (RQ1)? What factors triggered the spambots (RQ2)? Further, 

we collected governmental laws and social media rules and policies and analyzed the 
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similarities and differences of spambots governance by the two countries (RQ3) and two 

platforms, Weibo and Twitter (RQ4). And finally, the execution and underlying problems of 

those policies (RQ5). 

To that end, the study divided the affordance perspective into four parts to analyze the 

threats of spambots, including technology affordance, social media affordance, platform 

affordance, and contextual affordance. Then the study used the methods of textual 

analysis to compare the similarities and differences of the policies between the two 

countries. 

The research found that, with technical affordance, the cost for the public to build bots has 

significantly fallen, giving individuals and companies the opportunity to use spambots for 

marketing purposes. Social media itself afforded the concept of social flow as well as 

translocal scenes for online groups. As spambots got involved on social media, false traffic 

was increased, and information cocoons were intensified, especially among the fandoms 

in China. Take Weibo and Twitter for example, platforms as such also afforded hashtag 

movements, which in some cases helped the spread of good deeds, while sometimes 

aggravated the emotional public with the participation of social spambots. 

With contextual affordance, the rules and policies of both the governments and social 

media platforms of the two countries differed, given the dissimilar social background. 

Although the two both showed disapproval of the misleading behaviors of spambots, China 

focused more on the prohibition of fake accounts and false traffic under the background of 

the celebrity-manic culture, while the US attached more importance to the disclosure of 

commercial bots and political bots. Further, the overhauls of the spambots by platforms 

were affected by governmental laws but conducted in more targeted ways. Ambitious as 

these laws and policies were, however, there were still misconducts in real execution, 

which called for the reflection of the control of social spambots. This study pointed out, as 

for the remediation of the online environment, the key responsibility remains with social 

media platforms rather than government officials, as platforms have advanced 

technologies in hand to detect, label, and suspend suspicious social spambots behaviors. 
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Abstract 
This research project investigates the social and cultural dimensions of the digital 

transformation in the Chinese context. More specifically, it explores Chinese perspectives 

on the emerging technology trends of artificial intelligence (A.I.), big data, blockchain, and 

the Internet of Things. Technology plays a central role in daily life in China, both for 

personal and professional purposes. The country hosts some of the world’s leading tech 

companies and Chinese society has adopted data-driven, automated solutions at a rapid 

pace over the past decade. Research on China’s digital transformation is growing 

especially in the intersection of business studies, economics, and international relations. 

However, a relatively under-explored but important research subject is the social-cultural 

impact of digital technology in Chinese society. The perception of values, benefits, risks, 

and harms that come with data-driven technology are context-dependent and cultural 

factors play an important role in how processes of technology adoption are shaped. 

Technology trends are embedded in cultural discourses that can reveal how relevance is 

assigned to new innovations in society. 

To approach this research interest, the ongoing, multi-step study analyses two central 

dimensions in the making of meaning around new and transformative technologies: 1) 

public discourses (in Chinese news media and social media) and 2) Chinese users' 

attitudes and opinions on technology. The main research questions are: 

• How do Chinese news media frame data-driven technology in their reporting? 

 

• How do Chinese users perceive and evaluate technological trends (especially in terms 

of benefits and risks)? 

The empirical part combines several qualitative and quantitative research methods. For 

charting the public discourse, the study deploys a combination of (quantitative) content 

analysis and netnography. The primary research subjects are Chinese news reporting on 

relevant data-driven technologies (e.g., in South China Morning Post, China Daily, 

People's Daily) and social media discourses (e.g., on Weibo), respectively. To understand 

users' views, a survey was distributed among Chinese respondents via social media. Next 

to this, interviews will be held with a smaller sample of Chinese users to supplement the 

quantitative findings. The preliminary results allow outlining the main themes that dominate 

Chinese tech discourses and how Chinese users perceive digital culture. This includes an 

inventory of the prevalent views on benefits and risks that accompany the dissemination of 

novel, data-driven technologies in the country (and worldwide). It also shows that global 

technology trends are subject to localisation processes that take place within distinct 

discourse cultures. The findings of this work in progress further allow for a critical 

discussion of potential misconceptions and stereotypes about Chinese digital society in the 

“global West”. Chinese users’ relationship to technology is complex and nuanced and 

there is a public discourse on the value and risks of technology happening in China that 

may be to some extent invisible to the European-/Western “gaze”. 
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Abstract 
Our life is inseparable from the body. Our body is being used as the media by the cultural 

environment we exist in to influence and change our cognition, thoughts, and action 

through aesthetics. However, with the rapid development of artificial intelligence (AI), the 

computer has been able to simulate human aesthetics visually and intelligently, and 

participate in analyzing and performing human body images, which is causing huge 

changes in somaesthetics. Somaesthetics is an interdisciplinary field of inquiry proposed 

by American pragmatist philosopher Richard Shusterman who aims at promoting and 

integrating the theoretical, empirical, and practical disciplines related to bodily perception, 

performance, and presentation. This paper combines theories from phenomenologists, 

including Martin Heidegger and Maurice Merleau-Ponty, as well as philosophers and 

sociologists, such as Jean Baudrillard, Michel Foucault, and Pierre Bourdieu, to discuss 

AI’s influence on somaesthetics from three dimensions: perception, representation, and 

the shaping of subjectivity. 

This paper takes two emerging computer vision technologies – IBM AI Vision (a video and 

image analysis system built by IBM Research-China and Tencent Sports), and PhysCap 

(Physically Plausible Monocular 3D Motion Capture in Real Time, a system developed by 

Max Planck Institute and Facebook Reality Labs) as examples to summarize their 

mechanisms and applications in understanding and performing body image, as well as 

their effects on body consumption and body training. The former pays particular attention 

to the AI-generated basketball highlight reels themed in accordance with fans’ online poll of 

description (e.g., accurate, powerful, wild, consistent) to match popular NBA stars. The 

latter traces the process of PhysCap in finding the space-time coherent joint angles and 

global 3D pose through CNN. All the research materials are collected from websites and 

academic papers, and analyzed through observation notes and theoretical notes. 

After sorting out those materials, this paper has extracted three theoretical concepts – 

‘intercoporeality’, ‘symbolic performance’, and ‘aesthetic discipline’ for the explanation of 

AI’s influence on somaesthetics. In conclusion, artificial intelligence influences 
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somaesthetics by diminishing the creativity and intercorporeality in the body’s perception, 

by intensifying the symbolization of the body, and by strengthening the discipline of the 

body’s aesthetic behavior. Just as the American philosopher John Searle described that 

the computer is ‘syntactic’ rather than ‘semantic’ in the famous ‘Chinese Room’ 

experiment, AI cannot semantically understand and produce contents at present, their 

somaesthetic behaviors are still command executions operated along with the fixed syntax 

(computational process, framework, code, data, etc.). Even if the neural network is 

established by imitating humans, the ‘black box’ – the interpretability of the neural network 

is still the biggest threat of aesthetic discipline. To this end, this paper criticizes the 

relationship between technologies and the body from an aesthetic perspective, giving a 

warning of transferring the power of body decision-making from ourselves to technologies 

and the capitals behind them. 
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Abstract 
In 2020, the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) set the ‘environment’ as a main thematic 

track for the first time. The IGF is a non-binding discursive venue within the United Nations 

system in which stakeholders from different countries discuss current and emerging global 

Internet-related issues. This paper employs text mining techniques to provide a 

longitudinal analysis of environment-related discussions inside the Internet Governance 

Forum. It builds on a textual analysis of verbatim transcripts of IGF meetings to understand 

what the key environment-related themes discussed at the IGF are and how do these 

themes change over time. 

 

The Internet Governance Forum's mandate is to provide a platform to address policy 

issues about the Internet. Some criticize the IGF for an apparent detachment from actual 

policymaking processes and outcomes. Others highlight how the IGF may play an 

important role in setting a policy agenda for Internet governance. Throughout the years, 

the IGF seemed to be settled as a venue for social ordering in Internet governance (Pohle, 

2016), as it contributes to legitimizing and sustaining performative ideals of 

multistakeholder governance (Epstein, 2011; Hofmann, 2016). 
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This paper is a close look at how the environmental agenda developed inside the IGF 

since the creation of the Forum in 2006, culminating in the deliberate emphasis on 

environmental matters during the IGF in recent years. The topic modeling analysis of 

transcripts from past IGF meetings demonstrates a convergence between environmental 

discussions at the IGF and at other UN system venues and initiatives. 

 

This paper indicates that whereas sometimes Internet governance “hot topics” are 

established within the IGF and then propagated through other Internet governance 

settings, the environmental theme inside the IGF has been pushed in the event as part of 

a broader UN-led agenda for climate governance, especially regarding the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals and their intersection with information and communication 

technologies. Through the environmental example, this paper offers a framework to think 

about Internet multistakeholder governance in light of broader UN governance initiatives. 
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Abstract 
The AI technology has become a necessity to open the metaverse or a mixed world of 

future virtual reality or a Mirror World named by Kevin Kelly. Meanwhile, the wide 

application of the AI technology in journalism also points to a new direction for its future 

development. Kevin Kelly first redefined the meta verse as a mirror world in his lecture 

"Mirror Worlds: Imagining the Future of the Internet", in which he regarded the future of the 

Internet as a hybrid virtual reality platform that could provide immersive experiences for 

human avatars. He proposed that :(1) The mirror world is a larger concept than the meta 

verse, which is a hybrid world with the real world superimposed on the virtual world; (2) 

Any substance in the real world has a corresponding digital avatar with connected device 

connecting the mirror world; and (3) Avatars will become platforms for human interaction 

and the most important future social device. The penetration of AI technology has helped 

journalism make a front attempt in the news ecology constructed by virtual reality 

technology, but how to deal with the news practice and news ecology of the mirror world in 

the future remains to be further explored. This study will adopt the method of field 

investigation, take Y news program of X TV station as the investigation sample，and 

follow up to investigate the group of 20 news anchors. If AI anchor is the presettings for 

news anchor Avatar's news practice in the mirror world in the future, then this study will try 

to discuss (1) whether news anchor Avatar's practical subjectivity exists ethically and work 
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legally in the mirror world where the virtual and the real world blended . (2) How should 

news anchors make news and tell stories in the metaverse , namely according to Kevin 

Kelly, the future Platform? 
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Abstract 
Recent AI governance research has focused heavily on analyzing strategy papers and 

ethics guidelines for AI published by national governments and international bodies (Jobin 

et al. 2019, Schiff et al. 2021, Radu 2021). Subnational governments are often left out of 

the AI policy discussion (Schmitt, 2021). However, specific cases point towards the 

important role of subnational structures. US federal states, for example, have already 

implemented laws governing specific contingencies of self-driving vehicles (Brundage & 

Bryson 2016). Others target different AI systems, e.g. Florida’s ‘iBudget’ system or 

Massachusetts’ ban on the government’s facial recognition usage (Lucero 2020). US cities 

have also passed legislation and are a key site of AI implementation. Federal bodies may 

have a better ability to learn and adapt norms to localized circumstances than the national 

government (Squitieri 2021), and local communities may be the key to innovate AI 

governance (Verhulst et al. 2021). 

Therefore, to better understand the current dynamics of AI governance it is crucial to take 

into account the context of policy making beyond international bodies and federal 

governments and adopt a perspective we term ‘AI federalism’. When, and on what 

grounds, do subnational policy institutions issue policy documents on artificial intelligence? 

What are the links, or contrasts, to national policy efforts, and how can the subnational AI 

policy discourse be situated within existing federal structures? 

To answer these questions, we analyzed German AI policy documents on the subnational 

level based on qualitative content analysis (Mayring 2014, Puppis 2019). We understand 

AI policy documents to be documents issued by public sector actors addressing policy 
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issues mentioning Artificial Intelligence. Lacking a generally agreed-upon definition for AI, 

we retrieved documents that use the generic term “AI” or “Artificial intelligence” from the 

regional governments’ central website. We inductively coded them in MaxQDA to identify 

recurring themes and their distinct negotiation in different German states. 

Between 2016 and 2021, 40 AI policy documents were published on the subnational level, 

with state governments and state chancelleries being the main issuers. Five documents 

were co-authored with actors in the private sector and research. The content analysis 

reveals five main issues: the relevance and interconnection of regional economic and 

research endeavors for the successful development and implementation of AI; areas of AI 

application, which miraculously match a given state’s regional economic identity; a tension 

between cooperation and competition, similar to the one apparent in national AI policy; 

rhetorical devices and narrative characteristics that mirror those found in the German AI 

strategy all while ‘localizing’ them to the respective state; a focus on ethics associated 

much more with the incorporation of citizens than in national AI policy documents. 

Beyond the impact subnational AI policy documents may have, or not, they provide a 

foundation for how AI is negotiated and implemented at a level ‘closer’ to citizens. Our 

empirical results thus contribute to a better understanding of AI governance more broadly. 

Although Artificial Intelligence is considered to be a new, global technology and policy field, 

AI is created, contested and ultimately shaped within existing political structures and 

dynamics. 
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Abstract 
Bringing together the critical scholarship of digital citizenship (Hintz et al., 2018; Isin & 

Ruppert, 2020) with the research of digitally mediated civic engagements (Dahlgren, 2009; 

Papacharissi, 2010), I conceptualize the digital citizen as a figure that emerges in 

particular historical and geographical configurations whose civic agency emanates from 

lived experiences of practicing and expanding existing citizen rights. Through a case study 

of Seoul’s digital government platform ‘Minjujui Seoul’ (http://democracy.seoul.go.kr/), I 

examine how new forms of digital citizenship evolve in South Korea while citizens draw on 

digitally equipped civic agency and civic practices that facilitates greater government 

accountability and more equitable citizen-led initiatives. 
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Minjujui Seoul is a Seoul’s official digital platform for citizen-led policymaking launched in 

October 2017 through the collaboration between the Seoul Metropolitan Government and 

Parti, a co-op of young developers and democracy activists. Like many big cities around 

the world, Seoul has been adamant about integrating digital technologies into everyday 

governance to respond to increasing civic needs and declining budgets. Yet, unlike many 

smart city initiatives in the U.S. or Western Europe that focus on data-driven governance 

and entrepreneurship (Baykurt & Raetzsch, 2020), the mayor's team in Seoul and Parti 

devoted their capacities to materialize the value of accountability and inclusivity in the 

design and operation of their platform. When citizens propose policy ideas through Minjujui 

Seoul and get more than 50 votes from the public, the relevant department is supposed to 

respond to the issue within two weeks. The policy suggestions that receive more than 500 

votes are refined through discussion between related interest groups and experts, and 

then put into the public deliberation again. Upon the participation of 5,000 citizens, the 

mayor publishes the statement and continuously reports the progress through the platform. 

During 6 months in 2019, I conducted participant-observation of Parti members’ works to 

make Minjujui Seoul and discussions for public deliberation. I also interviewed 2 

government officials, 3 technologists, 4 activists, and 10 citizens who participated in the 

establishment of Minjujui Seoul. Then, I conducted textual analysis on related policy 

documents and suggestions posted on Minjujui Seoul from 2019 to 2022. By clearly 

dividing roles among developers and civil servants, and using the existing e-government 

system for inter-department communications, government officials and Parti have 

successfully embedded Minjujui Seoul into local governance. Acting with other citizens to 

make municipal ordinances out of their daily experience, such as building public indoor 

playgrounds for children, or relocating alley cats from reconstruction sites, people 

experience a grassroot form of digital democracy which empowers marginalized voices 

(e.g. non-voting citizens like children and non-human residents like alley cats) that have 

been excluded from the existing system. 

I found the possibility of new forms of digital citizenship emerging through the collaboration 

between local government, technologists, and citizens to contest the hierarchical 

governance and developmental citizenship in Korea and institutionalize the horizontal 

communication and diverse citizens’ involvement in decision-making processes. This study 

contributes to alternative understandings of digital democracy emerging outside the US 

and Western Europe which rearticulate tech-oriented or entrepreneurial meanings of digital 

government toward the imagination for a more inclusive and equitable civic participation. 
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Abstract 
The internet in its inception had been thought by many as an ideal uniting virtual space 

which superseded, and even had the potential to erase national borders. And that it did not 

allow the law of the land to rule over the virtual activities of the people who belonged to it. 

However, the internet as we know it is far from this all encompassing rhetoric it carries. 

While immaterial in nature, the physical infrastructure that it takes to make this global 

internet is ridden with resource inequality. This plays a significant role in determining which 

nations get to make the big decisions. Arguably, this discomfort led a few governments to 

put in place laws in a way that what was once a seamlessly continuous network grew fault 

lines in the global internet resulting in “balkanised” or sovereign internets. This effectively 

leaves its citizens with an internet that is entirely controlled and subject to the country’s 

legal norms. Oftentimes the reason cited for such a move is as a protection from cyber 

attacks. Examples include Iran’s National Information Network (NIN), the Chinese 

internet , and Russia’s Runet. However, these are not the only countries which have taken 

this course. Other governments too have employed a variety of means to restrict free flow 

of communication across the Internet, including data localisation, internet shutdowns, and 

internet filtering, all of which effectively cut off parts or entire states from global networks. 

In this paper I would like to examine how the Indian government too has taken steps in this 

direction through new legislations, of which the IT Rules, 2021 stands out. India’s top rank 

in the total number of internet shutdowns in the world is further evidence of this move. 
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Abstract 
The principle of informed consent, which fully reflects the respect for human autonomy and 

free will (Guo, 2021), remains one of the lawful bases to process personal information, as 

listed in EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the US privacy acts, and 

Personal Information Protection Law of China. However, the lack of substantive provisions 

matching the principle has led to the fact that its effects and implications in law 

enforcement are rather limited, far from legislators’ expectation, which has aroused global 
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doubts and criticism (Kostka, Steinacker, & Meckel, 2021; Tian, 2018). Most importantly, 

the regulatory frameworks of informed consent principle, which have been rooted in the 

“Pre-digital Age”, encounter greater enforcement dilemma in artificial intelligence (AI) 

contexts such as facial recognition technology (FRT). 

Regulating the applications of FRT has been a Collingridge dilemma, within which the 

implementation of informed consent matters much yet turns out complicated worldwide 

(Muravyeva et al, 2020). Here is a comparative analysis of influential FRT cases in the EU 

(Swedish DPA vs. Swedish High School), the US (Patel vs. Facebook),  and China (Bing 

Guo vs. Hangzhou Safari Park), all of which have violated the principle of informed 

consent. By fully comparing the implementation and implications of informed consent 

principle in these three FRT cases of three different regulatory frameworks, this study aims 

to figure out the limitation and application of informed consent in FRT contexts. 

We argue that the informed consent principle in FRT regulation cannot achieve the ideal 

goal of “the right to be adequately informed” and “the right to information self-

determination”. 

First, being adequately “informed” is the internal normative requirement of giving free 

“consent”. Only when one is fully informed, he/she can give valid consent. As for FRT 

applications, (1) “face scanning” does not directly bring tangible harms, and (2) the FRT 

providers may conceal the risks of processing biometric data in complicated privacy policy, 

and (3) FRT providers tend to emphasize the convenience of such applications unilaterally 

through verbal notification and persuasion. All these lead to “an induced consent” as the 

information subjects are not really “informed” but tend to think that “it’s simply a face-

scanning”. 

Second, if the FRT provider, or the biometric information processor, or the platform, takes 

advantage of its dominant position to offer limited alternatives, or even merely one option, 

the user of information subject in a weak position will find it difficult to freely agree and 

might be forced to consent. This is extremely common in employment and education 

contexts, where employees and students are in disadvantageous positions to say “no”. 

Moreover, the secondary use beyond the scope of authorization and purpose to achieve 

functional expansion of facial biometric data, including cross-verification with other 

associated databases, also weakens the lawfulness of an authorization bundle. 

In summary, the validity of informed consent in FRT regulation is questionable, whether 

due to the inadequate knowledge and rationality of information subjects, or because of 

“forced consent”, “consent fatigue”, “authorization bundle”, and “function creep”. There is 

also ambiguity of being “informed” or giving consent in FRT contexts because “capturing 

facial information without direct contact” significantly undermines the effectiveness of 

consent principle in regulating FRT and protecting biometric data. As a result, FRT 

applications are confronted with the dilemma of “whose consent is required” and “even if it 

is possible to determine who is to give consent, it is impossible to achieve freely given, 

specific, and unambiguous consent”. This study critically reflects the implementation of 
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informed consent principle, one of the fundamental principles for data protection, in FRT 

regulation, and explores its legal implications and practical limitations, enriching our 

understanding of the universal principle of informed consent, and the unpredictable risks of 

FRT applications. 
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Abstract 
The new media makes everyone a gatekeeper (Schweisberger et al., 2014). Public 

opinions on online censorship and government intervention are more diverse and 

dependent on specific circumstances than expected (A. F. Zhang et al., 2017). Weibo has 

tried a new way of using users to govern users, namely Weibo supervisors. Weibo 

supervisor went live on September 27, 2017. It is a new way of co-production of social 

media governance for Weibo to dispose of pornographic, illegal, and harmful information 

on it, thereby purifying the environment of Weibo. Weibo users can pass the assessment 

and examination to become Weibo supervisors and participate in the governance. The 

number of Weibo supervisors is capped at 2,000, only some of the eligible applicants have 

become Weibo supervisors. This study collected the public personal information of 
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successful and failed applicants and try to explore the potential admission mechanism of 

Weibo supervisors. 

This study uses Python to crawl the data of both successful and failed applicants of Weibo 

supervisors from July 27, 2021 to August 02, 2021. Using the keyword of “Weibo 

supervisor” (wei bo jian du yuan 微博监督员), 404 successful applicants were obtained. 

Using the keyword of “Weibo supervisor” (wei bo jian du yuan微博监督员) with 

“application” (shen qing 申请), “failure” (shi bai 失败), “result” (jie guo 结果), 404 fail 

applicants were obtained. In the data, be Weibo supervisor or not was used as the 

dependent variable. Gender, GDP of location, the integrity of information, including 

birthday, personal introduction, email, education, and occupation, previous verification 

number, registration year, following number, follower number, and post number are used 

as independent variables. This study uses binomial logical regression to estimate the 

effect of the above independent variables on whether to be a Weibo supervisor. 

489 (71.78%) of successful applicants were male. The distribution of the post number, the 

following number, and the follower number of successful applicants all show a long-tailed 

distribution. According to the result of binomial logical regression, the male with less 

previous verification number who register early are more easily to be the Weibo 

supervisor. The integrity of information is not related to whether the user can be the Weibo 

supervisor. The number of posts, followers, and followings also have no effect on whether 

the user can be the Weibo supervisor. 

This study addresses a new approach to collaborative social media governance that uses 

users to govern users. This research is an area less covered by previous research, which 

helps to promote the expansion of Internet governance research content. 
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Abstract 
Digital technologies permeate every waking hour of children’s daily life. Some are built into 

the very environment in which children live – public transport, homes and schools. These 

technologies promise ample opportunities for leisure, learning and development. However, 

children’s best interests remain disproportionally underrepresented in the design and 

operation of many digital products and services, exacerbated by the rise of the attention 
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economy and data-driven leisure and education. The United Nations Convention on the 

Rights of the Child, Article 3 states that “In all actions concerning children, whether 

undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative 

authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary 

consideration.” General Comment 25, para 12 clarifies that “the best interests of every 

child is a primary consideration” in the “provision, regulation, design, management and use 

of the digital environment”. This requirement is not only the obligation of signatory states, 

as primary duty bearers. According to the Guiding Principles on Business and Human 

Rights: Implementing the United Nations ‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ Framework, 

businesses too are “required to comply with all applicable laws and to respect human 

rights”. How then can digital providers realise child rights in their product and service 

provision by design? One way to do that, we argue, is to apply Child Rights Impact 

Assessment - a tool that has primarily been used in public policy and legislative processes 

to anticipate public decisions’ impact upon children and their rights- in the design and 

development process of digital product and services. We present the benefits and 

challenges of Child Rights Impact Assessment in general and an example of its application 

in a digital context, specifically in relation to age verification. 
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Abstract 
AI is increasingly crucial in everyday life and social relations, which raises both 

expectations on AI’s capacity to foster human well-being as well as concerns about the 

risks for human autonomy and integrity (Renda 2019, Boiler 2018). 

Recently, the awareness that the full potential of this technology is attainable only by 

building a trustworthy and human-centric framework in order to avoid both misuses of AI 

applications capable of endangering people and underuse because of a lack of public 

acceptance has notably spread across all stakeholders (Floridi et al. 2019). 

Not by chance, in the past few years, we have witnessed a flourish of initiatives setting 

ethical codes and good governance principles for AI development. They usually converge 

around a common set of guiding principles, including respect for human autonomy, 

prevention of harm, fairness, privacy, transparency, and explicability (Whittaker et al. 2018, 

Jobin et al. 2019, Berkman Center 2020). However, many studies raise concerns about a 
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“principle-to-practice” gap, noting that AI’s developers and deployers (mostly private 

companies) often fall short in ensuring effectiveness and enforcement of the principles 

they adhere to (Mittelstadt 2019, Schiff et al 2020). 

On the one side, the principles-to-practices gap testifies of “ethical washing” practices put 

in place by companies to delay or soften state regulation (Greene 2019, van Dijck and 

Casiraghi 2020). On the other side, some scholars identify the complex socio-technical 

nature of AI systems as a factor making it difficult to translate high-level principles into 

operational routines (Schiff et al. 2019, Hallensleben et al. 2020, Kitchin 2017, Hildebrandt 

2019). 

This paper aims at advancing the discussion on the implementation of ethical standards in 

AI development and deployment by realizing a data-driven mapping of the frameworks 

proposed so far. 

Unlike previous attempts to map the landscape of ethical guidelines, which just focused on 

the frequency and distribution of ethical instances arbitrarily grouped into ‘silo’ categories, 

this study pays attention to their different degrees of abstraction and interconnection. 

To this purpose, a content analysis has been conducted distinguishing between values 

(the goals to be reached developing AI systems), principles (normative criteria guiding 

action) and requirements (conditions to be satisfied to fulfill principles). 

Then, the result of the coding activity has been employed to perform a network analysis in 

order to outline the relationship between different values, principles, and requirements. 

Results point out an underlying structure of normative elements in experts and 

stakeholders discourses, which could support the design of more effective governance 

arrangements to put ethical standards into practice. 

Finally, insights from the empirical analysis will be discussed against the current tools and 

regulatory approaches to deal with AI ethical challenges advancing recommendations to 

prevent the risk of mere technological solutionism and poor accountability and 

representation. 
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Abstract 
The visibility of sexual content online has become a lightning rod for regulatory attention, 

both formal—from government legislation—and informal—from social groups and public 

condemnation (Mueller, 2015). For example, the 2018 passage of SESTA-FOSTA in the 

USA made platforms liable if ads for prostitution appeared on their sites, forcing sites that 

were not able to guarantee compliance to shut down. In 2021, OnlyFans cited the 

difficulties of meeting the policies of payment processors in its announcement (since 

retracted) that the site would stop hosting sexual content. The deplatforming of sex has 

become a focal point for understanding how platform economies work against legal-but-

controversial content, leading to calls for regulation that can “protect the young and the 

sensitive” while also protecting publishers of legal sexual content “from the commercialism 

percolating through the technology stack” (Tiidenberg, 2021, p.9). 

Payment processors have particular significance in the regulation of online content. Along 

with advertisers, they are popular targets of demands for regulatory action, the subjects of 

constraints through their relationships with global financial institutions, and without them 

sites struggle to appeal to producers. Researchers examining money as a communication 

technology note that the market for risk that predominated in offline payment models--

where risky business paid higher fees--was more forgiving than the current system in 

which risky content is typically banned outright because online payment service providers 

"must guarantee that all the transactions they conduct will be low risk for chargebacks" 

(Swartz, 2020, p. 93). In a platform economy in which cultural producers of all kinds are 

increasingly dependent on the functioning of online platforms (Poell, Nieborg, & Duffy, 

2021) this binary approach to risky content has profound consequences for access to 

resources for many producers. As Swartz (2020) notes, payment processors contribute to 

sexual content falling afoul of the "seemingly arbitrary," but actively political, (Swartz, 2020, 

p.103) categorization of acceptability on online platforms. 

This paper examines the deplatforming of sex by payment processors as an example of 

the regulatory role played in the platform economy by corporate intermediaries beyond the 

platforms themselves. In the deplatforming of sex, the values expressed in payment 

policies or attributed to advertisers become the regulations for content on global publishing 

platforms. In a platform economy, the visibility of the network of commercial relationships 

that have formed around online content, along with efficient digital tools to “name and 

shame” commercial intermediaries, contribute to cutting off producers from sites on which 

many are financially dependent. This paper takes a comparative perspective, examining 

how financial policies, such as high insurance rates, that were obstacles in offline contexts 

can become more restrictive in digital environments even as options for payment 

seemingly increase. Incorporating perspectives from public relations research, 

platformization, and communication policy, this paper argues that conflicting normative 

values surrounding sexual content, enforced by public controversies and international legal 

frameworks, transform into regulatory barriers to participation in online communication and 

draws on research from affected communities to make the case for regulatory alternatives. 
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Abstract 
The possibility for a state to establish a sovereign and independent internet has been a 

topic of recent debates. Some countries’ efforts in creating sovereign internet may 

contribute to the fragmentation of global networks that are likely to stagger opportunities 

for innovation, collaboration, and economic growth worldwide. Politically, these trends 

raise questions regarding cybersecurity, internet governance, data privacy, and the 

protection of human rights online. 

China and Russia are notorious for their high levels of internet censorship. How close are 

these countries to establishing an entirely sovereign internet? What obstacles do they 

face? To address these questions, I take a comparative political economy approach with a 

focus on internet ownership. I build upon the frameworks proposed by Howard et al. (2011) 

and Howells & Henry (2021) that identify four targets of internet governance: internet 

infrastructure, internet service providers (ISPs), websites and online platforms, and 

internet users. From the ownership standpoint, I concentrate on the first three targets. This 

focus on specific internet targets allows for direct and generalizable comparisons between 

the cases. 

This study shows that, from the perspective of internet ownership, China faces fewer 

obstacles than Russia in establishing sovereign internet. The Chinese government early 

recognized the potential of the internet to promote collective action and facilitate 

information flow. Therefore, the government not only established centralized control over 

both the infrastructure and the application layer of the internet, but also achieved 

ownership control over ISPs and invested in the development of domestic online platforms 

and websites. In Russia, the internet had been mostly privately owned and maintained with 

little government intervention until around 2012, a significant time lag compared to the first 

censorship efforts in China. The Russian government, through ownership, controls only a 

small share of internet infrastructure and ISPs. The government owns stakes in domestic 

internet companies but allows citizens to use Western media and websites. Even with 

recent government ownership consolidation efforts, the lack of direct control over the 

infrastructure limits the ability of the Russian government to establish a truly sovereign 

internet as the internet network infrastructure is difficult to reconstruct and reorganize after 

the fact. 
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Instead, the Russian government relies heavily on laws and regulations and, more 

recently, on installed equipment (DPI systems) in the server rooms that block, filter, and 

slow down websites. As more countries around the world aim to increase their control over 

the internet but generally lack comprehensive control over the infrastructure, they might 

find the Russian model of internet censorship more fitting. To prevent the further 

fragmentation of the global network and deterioration of the freedom of the internet 

policymakers and international actors should advocate for the preservation of the global 

connections, regulations and restrictions on the export of surveillance technology, and 

adherence of domestic internet-related regulations to the international human rights laws. 
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Abstract 
Scientific advancement such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) always attracts attention from 

both the media and the public. Several studies have been conducted on the media framing 

and public perception of AI in developed nations with very little research carried out in the 

developing world in that regard. This study was, therefore, designed to investigate 

Nigerian newspapers' framing of Artificial Intelligence with the view to establishing the 

frames of AI by the newspapers, the public perception and the link between the public 

perception and the media frames. 

Media Framing Theory will be adopted as the theoretical framework while mixed-methods 

design will be used. Two national newspapers (Guardian and Punch) and Two online 

newspapers (Saharareporters and Premiumtimesng) will be purposively selected from 

national and online newspapers in Nigeria. The coverage period will be between 2015 and 

2022, representing recency in time. A total of 200 Artificial Intelligence stories will be 

content analysed. In-depth interviews will be conducted with Twenty adult Nigerians from 

business, academic and government circles. Quantitative data will be analysed through 
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descriptive statistics while qualitative data will be subjected to constant comparative 

technique. 

The study will identify the dominant topic and frames covered by the selected newspapers. 

It will establish the perception of the public towards AI and reveal the nexus between the 

print portrayal and public perception of AI.  It is recommended that both the benefits and 

risks of AI should be issues of public deliberations and media concerns in order to 

encourage informed application to everyday life. 

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Media Framing, Nigeria, Public perception 
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Abstract 

The continent of Africa, often the target historically, of externally driven globalisations, is 

experiencing a resurgence of indigenous start-ups and digital enterprises that rely on 

home-grown innovation and digital technologies for their emergence and growth. Many 

now operate on the principle of 'local today, global tomorrow' as their philosophy and 

business model. In this 'grassroots to global' strategy, these emerging innovators appear 

to reject the old neo- liberal model of relying on external providers or on the branch plants 

of global corporations for the provision of jobs, resources or new development ideas. 

This conference presentation will use concepts of counter hegemony and resistance to 

dependence, to highlight selected case studies of such emerging enterprises, operating 

from bases in various African regions. It will discuss the opportunities and challenges of 

adopting their home grown approaches, in a process that will be analysed using the 

counter hegemonic construct of 'globalisation from within'. 
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It argues that local enterprises, whether operating in media or other cultural and economic 

spheres, can be expanded to global access and proportions upon foundations of local 

creativity and digital innovation. 

The presentation will demonstrate how these innovators, seeking to break into global 

markets, can use their visionary and locally informed models and strategic resources to 

become viable global-facing digital businesses. These in turn can help to reddress the 

relative deficit of such digital enterprises in Africa and elsewhere in the Global South. 

The presentation aims to show how this selection of emerging African businesses, 

operating in the digital space, have been able to resist the hegemonistic constraints of 

externally driven models of globalization in their quest to grow from grassroots enterprises 

to embrace global outlooks, using the policies and mindset of what has become known as 

'globalisation from within'. 

HSD 
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Abstract 
Introduction 

The adverse effects of fake news on democratic norms and processes are attributed to the 

lack of media literacy among consumers, media giants’ intentional or un-intentional 

oversights, and government regulations that have yet to catch up with the latest media 

technologies (Bhunia, 2017; Galeon, 2018; Radsch, 2017; Rogin, 2018; Tambine, 2017). 

In a small number of cases, deliberately misleading ‘news’ that attempts to undermine 

elections could pose a threat to national security. Intermediaries such as Google and 

Facebook may be required to take such content down, but fact-checking and monitoring 

will be sufficient in most cases. (Tambine, 2017). Alarming examples include Russian fake 

news interference in U.S. presidential election in 2016 and the British referendum on Brexit 

(Radsch, 2017). In the Asia Pacific region, China’s intensive interference through fake 

news and the “50-cent army” has affected Taiwan’s local election in 2018 (Rogin, 2018). 

China similarly meddles with the Cambodian election (Rogin, 2018). 
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Literature Review and Research Questions 

Upon a preliminary review of recent publications on fake news, extant literature tends to 

focus on patterns and factors of fake news diffusion through social media outlets (Galeon, 

2018; Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral, 2018) and regulatory responses to deter fake news through 

media literacy programs, industry self-regulation, and government intervention (Cantero-

Gomez, 2019; Tambini, 2017). 

According to the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), the determination of fake news is 

often based on a country’s political and press freedom (Radsch, 2017). The proposed 

study will explore external factors (such as the political freedom index and world press 

freedom index) to explain how countries and regions in the Greater China Region would 

debate regulatory issues and subsequent policy proposals related to fake news deterrence 

in their countries. We would particularly examine China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, and 

Singapore, where various political and press freedom levels exist. This study attempts to 

answer the following questions: 

RQ1: What keywords, phrases, and topics about fake news regulations emerged from Asia 

Pacific region countries? 

RQ2: What will public sentiment in regulating fake news emerges from Asia-Pacific region 

countries? 

RQ3: Will the political freedom index (as produced by Freedom House) explain findings 

reported in RQ1? 

RQ4: Will the world press freedom index (as produced by Reporters without Borders) 

explain findings reported in RQ2? 

RQ5: Will the political freedom index (as produced by Freedom House) explain findings 

reported in RQ1? 

RQ6: Will the world press freedom index (as produced by Reporters without Borders) 

explain findings reported in RQ2? 

Research Method and Preliminary Findings 

This study employs a text mining method to content analyze (Attewell & Monaghan, 2015; 

Chen, 2018; Ignatow & Mihalcea, 2018) the following data/sources included in our corpus. 

They include news articles (from Lexis/Nexis databases), policy documents to regulate 

fake news (from governments, think tanks, international organizations, and research 

institutes), and social media outlets to identify keywords, topics, and themes. Relationships 

between these extracted terms explain the relationships among public sentiment analysis 

(Cambria, Das, Bandyopadhyay, & Feraco, 2017), keywords, key phrases, salient topic 

modeling, political freedom index, and world press freedom index. Our preliminary findings 

have established the inverse relationship between press freedom, intention to regulate 

fake news, and public sentiment supporting the government’s intervention of speech 

freedom in the Greater China Region. 
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Abstract 
The structural crises of Western journalism (Nielsen, 2016) intensifies as the world heads 

into the third year of the Covid-19 pandemic. While German newspaper’s sales revenue 

increased marginally in 2020 (BDZV, 2021, p. 19), declining advertising revenues could not 

be offset. Ultimately, gross revenues decreased again, just the same as for the rest of the 

world (BDZV, 2021, p. 4; WAN-IFRA, 2021, p. 69). In light of economic hardships but also 

social and political repercussions, questions of state support for media organizations in the 

form of media subsidies become more prevalent than ever (Bleyer-Simon & Nenadic, 

2021). 

Media subsidies are well-established tools of media policy since the 1960s (Trappel, 2018, 

pp. 75, 79), forms of direct and indirect subsidies, allocated directly or indirectly, currently 

exist in a variety of countries (Puppis, 2010; Murschetz, 2020). Recent efforts to increase 

direct and indirect subsidies are highly controversial even among journalists, however. 

Critique ranges from potential state-interference in press freedom to inefficient resource 

allocation and incentivizing outdated business models (Kaltenbrunner, 2021, p. 8; 

Murschetz & Trappel, 2013, p. 377). Arguably, concerns may root in a lack of sufficient 

evaluation of subsidy measures and their respective effects. The research objective for this 

paper is to identify criteria to develop an evaluation tool for media subsidy measures. 

The project will be conducted in a mixed-method design, as is prevalent in policy 

evaluation research (Sager et al., 2021). A document analysis of available program 

information will identify the ‘program theory’, that is the underlying ideas, structures, 

functions and processes of a not yet determined media subsidy program (Rossi et al., 

2019, pp. 65-79). Then, a not yet determined project supported under said program will be 

subject to an analysis, assessing outcome, output and impact of the program (Sager et al., 

2021, pp. 104-109) by content analysis and interviews. 

Policy research defines the policy cycle as a five-step process: (1) problem definition, (2) 

agenda setting, (3) policy formulation, (4) policy implementation, and (5) policy evaluation 

(Puppis & Van den Bulck, 2019, p. 6). Policy evaluation analyzes output, i.e. the written 

laws, outcomes, i.e. in what ways behavior of those addressed by a policy changed and 

finally, impact, i.e. the extent to which a defined problem could be solved (Rossi et al., 

2019, pp. 16-17). Policy evaluation identifies measures, implementation, expected and 

empirical results, ultimately defining causing mechanisms for the latter (Sager et al., 2021, 

pp. 33-35). 
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Despite its relevance in the post-pandemic world, media policy research does not put 

emphasis on evaluation yet (Beck & Dogruel, 2020, p. 8). Descriptive, frequently cross-

country comparative analyses of subsidies predominate (Kaltenbrunner, 2021; Puppis & 

Pedrazzi, 2020; Puppis & Bürdel, 2019; Murschetz, 2013; Künzler et al., 2013), only Haas’ 

(2012) analysis attempts to include evaluation. 

Building on decades of evaluation research (Rossi et al., 2018), this research project aims 

to develop an evaluation tool for media subsidies to close this substantial research gap. To 

the best of my knowledge, there is no current model to systematically evaluate media 

subsidies. Such a tool must exceed mere economic criteria of cost-effectiveness and cost-

efficiency. Keeping in mind the substantial role (semi-)professional journalism and 

journalistic content plays for the functioning of democratic societies, the tool considers 

journalistic effects of media subsidies with regards to quality and diversity of content, as 

well as structural effects on media organizations, i.e. advanced training for journalism 

professionals, and technological innovations. The multi-dimensional tool to be developed 

enables scholars and lawmakers to assess a subsidy program. 
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Abstract 
 

The “sovereignty” in cyberspace is one of the most controversial issues in Internet 

governance. Just as the earliest theoretical concept of political sovereignty appeared in the 

context of political chaos caused by the Reformation1 and the integration of small 

principalities into large territorial nation states2, the connection between cyberspace and 

sovereignty must be evaluated in the context of contemporary geopolitical conflicts. The 

debates on “sovereignty” in cyberspace is not a pure theoretical debate, also reflects the 

power struggle of the world's major military powers in Internet governance (Mueller, 2019: 

786). The divergence in approaches to cyberspace and sovereignty is not necessarily one 

between democratic and nondemocratic states, but Western versus non-Western interests 

or developing- versus developed-country interests also play big role in the debates.18 In 

the past, developed countries represented by the US& EU believe that “cyberspace is not 

and should not be subject to sovereign control”; Whilst the developing countries 

represented by China believe that “sovereigns should, singly or in combination, control 

cyber”.18 However, in recent years, because of the concerns about cyberspace security, 

the fear of the U.S. abusing its digital dominant position, and the vigilance of China as a 

rising economic and political competitor, the EU has reflected its position on cyber 
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sovereignty. Even though the EU still generally agrees with the “multi-stakeholder model” 

proposed by the U.S., the EU is trying to redefine the “sovereignty” in cyberspace, and 

advocate various concepts of “sovereignty” in cyberspace, including “data sovereignty”. 

Against this context, this paper adopts Susan Strange’s structural power framework, 

seeing the governance of Internet including the advocacy of various sovereignty in 

cyberspace as an struggling of knowledge structure power in the International regimes. 

Such knowledge structure power include two components: 1) what is considered as 

legitimate knowledge, i.e. the legitimate process of the sovereignty claims in cyberspace,; 

2) how the creation, dissemination and use of knowledge is regulated, i.e. the legislations 

and policies regard sovereignty in cyberspace. It analyzes the similarities and differences 

between the EU’s and China’s policies on “sovereignty” in cyberspace, and arguing that 

the differences in strategic positioning in the competing of global digital economy result in 

great differences in the specific sovereignty positions between the EU and China. The 

policy differences between the EU and China on the “sovereignty” in cyberspace mainly 

focus on the positions and claims on the definitions and legalization of cyberspace 

sovereignty and data sovereignty, and the different measures taken to support these 

positions and claims. The EU does not explicitly propose the concept of cyberspace 

sovereignty, but regards data sovereignty as its own sovereignty in cyberspace. China 

claims cyberspace sovereignty as its core sovereignty, and further endorses the position of 

data sovereignty. The EU's position on data sovereignty is not only to maintain its ability to 

act in facing the competitions from China and the U.S., but also to become a global 

standard setter and export its rules and standards internationally. 

The paper makes several important contributions to the literature and ongoing policy 

debates. It provides a theoretical explanation for recent policy decisions made by the EU 

and China, and highlights convergence and divergence between the two regions’ 

respective approaches to sovereignty in cyberspace. It also provides further evidence to 

support Susan Strange's theory of knowledge structural power and its usefulness 

particularly for evaluating the international relations in the cyber domains. 

This paper uses both documentary and legal doctrinal research methods. For legal 

doctrinal research, we systematically exposes and analyses legal rules, principles and 

concepts regarding to sovereignty in cyberspace, and also critical review the legislations 

and their underlying policy. The types of documents used in this research include two 

categories: 1) China and the EU’s laws and policies (primary sources) about “sovereignty” 

in cyberspace; 2) academic literature, research reports from various think tanks and 

NGOs, and press reports (secondary sources) related to the concepts, measures taken by 

China and the EU to achieve sovereignty. 
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